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An oscillator subjected to an externally applied signal may 
become synchronized by the applied signal if the frequency of the sig-
nal is near enough to the natural frequency of the oscillator, and if 
the amplitude of the applied signal is of sufficient magnitude. When 
the oscillator is synchronized, the natural or free-running frequency 
of the oscillator is suppressed and the output frequency of the oscil-
lator is equal to the frequency of the externally applied synchronizing 
signal. However, seldom in actual application is the externally applied 
signal a single sinusoidal signal. In most cases the input consist of 
the synchronizing signal and either other sinusoidal interfering signals 
or noise. A synchronized oscillator will provide discrimination against 
the interference even though the interfering frequency is very near the 
synchronizing frequency. 
This investigation is concerned with the influence on the output 
of a synchronized oscillator with either discrete signal interference or 
noise applied along with the synchronizing signal. The interference is 
considered small relative to the synchronizing signa,l. For the case of 
a single discrete signal interference, expressions have been determined 
for the amplitude of the synchronizing signal in the output, for the ampli-
tude in the output at the frequency of the input interfering signal, and 
for the amplitude at the generated frequency resulting from intermodula-
tion between the interfering signal, and the synchronizing frequency. 
With multiple discrete interfering signals applied, expressions were 
X l l l 
obtained for the output wi th two types of o s c i l l a t o r c i r c u i t s . The 
r e s u l t s obtained for m u l t i p l e d i s c r e t e i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l s were used 
to p r e d i c t the output when the input was narrow-band n o i s e . 
The de te rmina t ion of the output e f f e c t s of one d i s c r e t e i n t e r -
f e r ing frequency i s based on A d l e r ' s equa t ion . A d l e r ' s equa t ion , 
J r = (U>,-GI) ) - co s i n (3, i s a non l inea r d i f f e r e n t i a l equat ion involving 
the phase angle p between the synchronizing s i g n a l and the vo l t age 
re tu rned t o t h e input from the feedback network, t he f ree - runn ing f r e -
quency OJ of the o s c i l l a t o r , t he synchronizing s i g n a l frequency co , 
and one-ha l f the bandwidth of synchron iza t ion oô  . The non l inea r ampl i -
tude c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the a c t i v e device does not e x p l i c i t l y appear in 
t he d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ion , however, the imposed cond i t ions r e q u i r e oper-
a t i o n in a region of r e l a t i v e l y severe ampli tude l i m i t i n g . The e f f ec t 
of t h e frequency s e n s i t i v e elements i s r e f l e c t e d in an a s s o c i a t e d phase 
s h i f t but not in a v a r i a t i o n of ampl i tude . The s o l u t i o n t o A d l e r ' s 
equat ion w i l l y i e ld an equat ion for (3 which reaches a cons tan t value 
in the l i m i t i f co > co _ co or i s a pe r iod i c func t ion of t ime when 
c 1 o . 
co <c co - co . I f an i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l i s app l i ed along wi th t h e syn-
chroniz ing s i g n a l and the o s c i l l a t o r i s synchronized , the phase angle p 
w i l l c o n s i s t of a cons tan t magnitude p and a t ime-vary ing component 
(3 . The t ime-vary ing component r e s u l t s in a frequency-modulat ion e f f e c t 
which i s r e f l e c t e d in t h e ins tan taneous frequency and an amplitude-modu-
l a t i o n e f f e c t r e s u l t i n g from t h e dependence of the vo l t age re tu rned from 
t h e feedback network on (3 . The ampli tude modulation r e s u l t i n g i s a l s o 
a funct ion of the a m p l i t u d e - l i m i t i n g c h a r a c t e r i s t i c . 
The instantaneous phase of the returned voltage is the sum of the 
xiv 
angle (3 between the effective synchronizing voltage and the returned 
voltage, the angle G between the synchronizing signal and the interfering 
signal and GO, t the instantaneous angle of the synchronizing voltage. 
This instantaneous phase angle yields an effective narrow-band frequency-
modulation spectrum. Also the angle p , along with the amplitude 
limiting characteristic, determines the amplitude variation of the 
returned voltage. The combination of these two types of modulation 
resulting from the interfering signal yields the amplitude of the inter-
ference in the output. Since Adler's equation requires rather sharp 
amplitude limiting, the main contribution to the interference ampli-
tude is from the frequency-modulation effect. 
This development based on Adler's equation places in evidence 
the effects resulting from one discrete interfering signal externally 
applied along with the synchronizing signal. The conclusions to be 
drawn from this analysis are: 
(1) The perturbation in the instantaneous phase from an inter-
fering signal results in a combination of frequency and amplitude modu-
lation. 
(2) A synchronized oscillator provides discrimination against 
an interfering signal even without consideration of amplitude attenua-
tion from the frequency sensitive elements. 
(3) The discrimination against interfering signals is a minimum 
at the frequency of the synchronizing signal. In an analysis that in-
cluded the frequency selectivity the minimum would be shifted toward 
the free-running frequency. 
{k) The discrimination with the synchronizing frequency equal to 
XV 
the free-running frequency approaches 6 db with the interfering signal 
frequency very near the synchronizing frequency„ 
(5) Under conditions of sharp amplitude limiting and without 
inclusion of the attenuation resulting from frequency selectivity, the 
generated interference term at UL-A is approximately equal to the 
interference at the input interfering frequency co-,+Â-, * 
(6 ) With the synchronizing frequency near the edge of the syn-
chronization bandwidth and A^ small, the interference may experience 
gain instead of discrimination. 
The development based on Adler's equation was applied to the 
condition of multiple discrete input signals. Also, the solution to 
the differential equation of an oscillator with cubic nonlinearity was 
found for the case of multiple discrete input interfering signals. In 
m o 
both approaches with I ) r \ « V , where r is the ratio of the 
input interfering voltage V to the input synchronizing voltage V,, 
it was found that the interfering amplitudes in the output of importance 
resulted from the intermodulation between the input interfering signals 
and the synchronizing signal. 
An approximate method, based on the conclusions reached with 
multiple interfering signals, was determined to find the noise Voltage 
spectral density in the output of a synchronized oscillator. This method 
is based on the approximation of a narrow-band noise spectrum by a con-
tinuous frequency band of independent discrete signals which yields the 
same power as the noise spectrum. The consideration of the input noise 
as narrow-band is justified because of the response of the oscillator 
XVI 
which is effectively a narrow-band device. From the conclusions reached 
with multiple discrete interfering signals on the input, the output noise 
voltage spectral density can be predicted from the equations developed 
for one discrete interfering signal. 
If the input to a synchronized oscillator consists of a continu-
ous spectrum of discrete sinusoidal signals centered about the synchroni-
zing frequency, then there will exist a pair of input signals equally 
spaced above and below the synchronizing frequency, for example one at 
co,-A and one at co,+A . Since each input interfering signal gener-
ates an interfering signal in the output, resulting from the intermodu-
lation with the synchronizing signal, the total voltage at any frequency 
(co -A ) will be the square-root of the sum of the squares of the voltage 
resulting from the input interference at that frequency (ux, -A ) and the 
voltage caused by the intermodulation from an input frequency (co,+A ,) 
equally spaced on the opposite side of co, . This form of addition of the 
voltage results because of the noise representation by discrete signals. 
Therefore, the output noise voltage spectral density may be predicted from 
the equation derived for a discrete signal interference or by experimen-
tally determining the input/output functional relation. 
The experimental results verified with good agreement the predic-




Interference effects in oscillators both from discrete signals 
and from noise, have been considered by a number of investigators. 
Gartens (l), Edson (2), Mullen (3), and Golay (k) have considered noise 
in oscillators that were free-running, that is, not subjected to a syn-
chronizing signal. Garstens (l) presents a method for estimating the 
nonlinear noise contributions in an oscillator at low levels of oscil-
lation. His approach uses the differential equation of the oscillator 
with the van der Pol (8) type nonlinearity. An approximate solution is 
obtained by linearizing the differential equation and obtaining a par-
ticular solution with one of the noise components, represented as a sin-
usoid, as the forcing function. By superposition and the use of the 
power spectrum of a cubic nonlinearity, the nonlinear contribution is 
found. 
The time and spectral distributions of noise effects in typical 
oscillators are derived by Edson (2). These spectral distributions are 
derived for the build-up of oscillations and for sustained oscillations. 
The effects on self-excited oscillators of broad-band noise at or 
near the oscillator frequency is considered by Mullen (3)° The results 
show that the noise output from noise bands around the oscillator fre-
quency is composed of an additive noise of the shape of the oscillator 
resonant circuit and a very small EM broadening of the oscillator line. 
p 
Golay (k) has analyzed a two-terminal oscillator, with noise pres-
ent as an RLC circuit in. which a negative resistance, in parallel with 
R, has a slowly varying magnitude which is proportional to the mean 
square voltage across it. Expressions are derived for the frequency 
departure from the free-running value and for the bandwidth of the ther-
mal noise generated in R„ 
The use of a synchronized oscillator as a filter has been considered 
by several authors (5,6 ). One of the advantages is that the unwanted-
signal may be very close to the synchronizing signal and still suffer 
considerable discrimination provided the unwanted signal is somewhat 
less in amplitude than the wanted signal„ Secondly, the wanted or syn-
chronizing signal may vary slightly in frequency around the free-running 
frequency of the oscillator and still provide discrimination against 
unwanted signals. It is very difficult to design a passive filter cir-
cuit to accomplish equivalent discrimination for the two cases mentioned„ 
Tucker and Jamieson (5) have considered the discrimination in a 
synchronized oscillator due to nonlinearity in the regenerative circuit 
by assuming the frequency selective element in the feedback path to have 
flat amplitude response and uniform phase shift. These restrictions, 
when applied to an oscillator with a frequency selective element pres-
ent, limits the interfering frequencies to a narrow band near the oscil-
lator free-running frequency or to an oscillator with amplitude charac-
teristic practically independent of frequency. Therefore, this paper 
is mainly concerned with non-linear effects on discrimination,. 
The treatment of Spence and Boothroyd (6) to the problem of inter-
fering signals in a synchronized oscillator overcomes the limitation due 
3 
to neglect of the frequency response in Tucker and Jamieson's considera-
tion. Spence and Boothroyd use the differential equation of an oscilla-
tor with van der Pol (8) type nonlinearity and with two forcing functions. 
This approach includes the frequency selective elements in the solution. 
However, Spence and Boothroyd treat the case of only one discrete fre-
quency interfering' signal, 
Rytov (7) considers noise in oscillators that have small nonlinear-
ity; that is, approximately conservative oscillators. Calculations of 
amplitude and phase fluctuations, in the steady state, are accomplished 
by expanding the oscillator equation in terms of a. small parameter0 Since 
the oscillator is approximately conservative, it is justifiable to use 
for the solution of the oscillator a method involving expansion in a small 
parameter. Symbolic differential equations containing random functions 
which describe the fluctuations are used in conjunction with methods of 
correlation theory. The small parameter determines slow variations of 
amplitude and phase both directly and indirectly. Indirectly the small 
parameter determines amplitude and phase variations through "slow" time, 
which is the product of the small parameter and real time. The explicit 
dependence of the function in the differential equation which contains 
the discrete forcing function and the nonlinear relation is assumed to 
be periodic with period 2TC. The random force part of the differential 
equation is considered to consist of an in-phase component and a perpendicu-
lar component in relation to the synchronized oscillator output. A solu-
tion is assumed for a cubic nonlinearity with the third harmonic terms 
multiplied by the small parameter. Rytov (7) finds for the case where 
the continuous spectrum is relatively weak, corresponding to a large 
k 
signal to noise ratio, and with the synchronization frequency at the 
center of the bandwidth of synchronization, the continuous noise spec-
trum in the output has the form of a resonance curve with respect to the 
normalized frequency. 
The investigation in the following chapters is concerned with the 
interference terms in the output of a synchronized oscillator when the 
interfering components, discrete frequencies or noise, are introduced 
along with the synchronizing signal. The investigation makes use of 
Adler's (9) equation and of van der Pol's (8) equation. The solutions 
obtained to these equations, for discrete signal Interference, are 
extended to predict the noise spectral density in the output when the 
input noise spectral density is known. Both mathe:matical and experi-
mental results are included. 
Chapter II reviews some basic theory concerning the synchronization 
of oscillators by sinusoidal synchronizing signals. Specifically, refer-
ences (8,9) are discussed in detail as they form the basis of the later 
mathematical development. 
Chapter III reviews papers (5*6) which deal with the problem of 
interference occurring in a synchronized oscillator and the use of Adler's 
equation with varying synchronizing signals as discussed by Jones (11). 
In Chapter IV the mathematical development of the equations for an 
oscillator subjected to interfering signals along with the sinusoidal 
synchronizing signal is presented. 
The results of Chapter IV to a single discrete interfering signal 
are extended to the consideration of multiple signals and noise in Chap-
ter V. The solution of the differential equation, with cubic nonlinearity, 
5 
to multiple signals and noise is also considered in this chapter. 
Experimental results and circuits employed are presented and dis-
cussed in Chapter VI. 
Chapter VII gives the summary and conclusions of the research. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF SYNCHRONIZATION OF AN OSCILLATOR 
An oscillator subjected to an external signal, under certain con-
ditions, may have its own free-running frequency suppressed and the fre-
quency of operation becomes equal to the external signal. When this 
occurs the oscillator is said to be synchronized. Two analyses of an 
oscillator subjected to an external signal will be considered in this 
chapter. The two methods are due to Adler (9) and van der Pol (8). 
Adler's Equation 
Adler (9) investigated locking or synchronizing in oscillators 
when the synchronizing frequency was close to the free-running .oscilla-
tor frequency. Another requirement on the oscillator was that the 
response of the oscillator not be governed by the past history of the 
circuit; that is, slow variations in bias were not allowed. Also the 
synchronizing signal must be small with respect to the free-running 
amplitude of oscillation. The latter condition allows neglect of the 
amplitude variations when the oscillator operates ta a flat or near 
flat portion of the limiting characteristic. 
A block diagram representation of an oscillator of the feedback 
type as analyzed by Adler Is shown in Figure 1. 
In Figure 1, the externally applied voltage is V, and in the 
manner applied, it can be seen that 









Figure 1. Block Diagram of a Feedback Oscillator with a 
Synchronizing Signal Applied. 
v = v + \r . 
R r 1 
( i ) 
If the frequency of V is OJ and the frequency of V, is ux, 
then the frequency of V will have a frequency-modulated characteristic 
S 
with its variation occurring around w, Neglecting this variation of 
frequency of V , a phasor diagram as in Figure 2 may be drawn. In 
S 
this phasor diagram the angle £ is measured with respect to V and 
if V f the synchronizing voltage, is considered to be stationary at oh t 
c\ R 
-—- w i l l be p o s i t i v e i f LU c CJL . 
dt 1 
co-ĉ  
Figure 2. Phasor Diagram o- an Oscillator Subjected 
t o a Sync n roni zing Signa1. 
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If the synchronizing frequency is relatively near the free-running 
frequency, then the phase, <t>, may be taken as a linear function of fre-
quency. Just how close the synchronizing frequency must be to the free-
running frequency is determined by the Q of the passive elements in 
the feedback network. When the oscillator meets these conditions, the 
phase shift 4> may be expressed as 
0 = K^ (co - u)Q) . (2) 
Also from Figure 2 , a r e l a t i o n for <t> in terms of t he vo l t ages 
may be obtained as 
V V 
1 L 
s i n $ = - Y" s i n (-£) m- Y~ s i n ^ ' (3) 
Since V < < V , equat ion (3) nay be w r i t t e n 
1 S 
= ~ s i n P . CO 
g 
In t roducing UL i n t o equat ion (2) and equat ing t o <$> from equa-
t i o n (k) g ives 
V 
J : s i n 0 - K [(to - c^) + fa - w ) ] . (5) 
g 
The r a t e of change of f3 wi th t ime , i n terms of t h e r ad i an f r e -
quenc ies , may be found from Figure 2 as 
£ | « (u) - a)) . ( 6 ) 
9 
Substitution of equation (6) into (5) and rearranging yields 
|f - (*0 - ,>) - ̂ - sm p . (7) 
g * 
dB 
When synchronization occurs, ~~ = 0, and the limits of OJ_, for 
It 1 
synchroniza t ion may be obtained from equat ion (7) by s u b s t i t u t i n g t h e 
l i m i t s of s i n f3 = ± 1. These l i m i t s for UL become 
vL 
hi = w o ± nr ' (8) 
or in terms of the difference radian frequency U) f 
g F 
Equation (7) then becomes with the substitution of (9) and the 
definition of 
A l 0 . ^ - U , (10) 
|| = A i Q - u, sin f» . (11) 
This equation (11) represents the instantaneous variation of the 
frequency of V from the synchronizing frequency, td . This equation 
applies to variable values for A-, _ and w as well as for constant 
10 c 
values. This characteristic of Adler's equation will be used in later 
sections. 
10 
van d e r Po 1.' s K< {ue fc i i > tx 
Van. d e r Po l ( 8 ) , In h i s irer^ i m p o r t a n t c o n t r i b u t i o n t o o s c i l l a -
t o r t h e o r y , d e v e l o p e d a nun Linear:' d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n which a p p l i e s t o 
a wide r a n g e of o s c i l l a t o r t y p e s . Depending on t he n o n l i n e a r i t y , i t 
g i v e s t h e s o l u t i o n f o r n e a r s i n u s o i d a l a s we Li a s r e l a x a t i o n t y p e o s c i l -
l a t o r s . The d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n f o r an o s c i l l a t o r w i t h one d e g r e e o f 
freedom and w i t h o u t any e x t e r n a l f o r c i n g f u n c t i o n a p p l i e d i s t y p i c a l l y , 
afl + f̂  [f<*)]+ «|jv-o . (12) 
dt 
The noniij'ucU'.ity is included in the term f(v). 
If the oscillator circuit is subjected to a time-varying forcing 
function, then the right, side of equation (12) is altered by the addition 
of the differential of this time function. The amplitude of the added 




v d[f(v)] o Q 
- 2 T - ^ - + V - U;A sin U l t . (15) 
Clt 
The equivalent circuit of one of the oscillator circuits used in 
the experimental work is shown in Figure 3. This circuit uses a trans-
istor as the active element and therefore the forcing function is shown 
as a current source. 
Summation of currents at either node yields 
-l± sin ĉ t = i J vdt + C ~ + ~ + f(v). (Ik) 




Figure j$. Two-terminal Oscillator with Constant-
current Forcing Function, 
If the current in the nonlinear conductance is gi.vtm. by 
i m -dW + 7(v' , 
v.?. 
(15) 
then equation (13) becomes 
i / vdt + C S + « - a'v •!" 7* ̂  • - ^ T coe w, b • 
L / dt R ' 1 1 . 
(16) 
Differentiating equation (14) with respect to time and making the 
coefficient of the highest order differential unity, gives 
dr v d__ .7 a* yx 3 
,, 2 + dt [ RC " C C"~ v 
dt 
I ] W i 
-7T- 8ln w i t (17) 
Making the following simplifying definitions 















RC ) , 
(18) 
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and incorpora t ing tnese d e f i n i t i o n s in equat ion (17) g ives an equat ion 
of the form of equation ( 1 $ ) . 
Thus, 
2 
£-1 + f* (_av + /v5) + u'v = (/ k. sin ta,t . (19) 
ljL2 d t ' o o 1 1 \ - / 
d t 
The solution to this equation may be obtained by assuming a solution in 
the form of a Fourier series. For a first order approximation the higher 
harmonic terms are neglected„ The amplitudes of the sinusoids in the solu-
tion are assumed to be slowly varying functions of time in order to allow 
the stability of the solutions to be determined. 
A solution is assumed as 
v = a(t) sin u> t + b (t) sin w.. t ( b,,{t) cos u), t . (20) 
O 1 1 c 1 
With an assumed solution in the form of equation (20), it is possible to 
generalize the solution for the amplitudes to find the condition tor syn-
chronization to occur; the value of the free-running amplitude; and the 
variation of b and b with frequency. Substitution of the assumed 
solution (20) into (19) with the condition that the following inequalities 
exist; 
a. « GO a , b , « cob, , b_. « tt,b~ , (21.) 
o V 1 1 1 2 1 2 ' v ' 
•• • •• c 
a « wQa1, b x « uiLD1, b 2 « c^b^ , 
y i e lds t he fol lowing d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ions : 
2a - a + 7 [ | a
2 + | (b 2 + b ^ ) ] = .0 , (22) 
13 
2^ - b^c/ - tg) - Ofbgî  + | V V b ^ * 2bl^ = ' U o A i ( 2 ^ 
2b\ + b0(w
2 - I) - QCb ^ + | W ^ M b * + 2b 2 ) = 0 . (24) 
1 2 0 1 1 x 4 1 ^ 1 d. 
Equation (22) is independent of frequency anc can be used to determine 
free-running amplitude of oscillation with b «-b = 0 and also the 
1 2 
minimum value of to + b " when synchron iza t ion of the o s c i l l a t o r i s 
J. 2 
stableo Since with b = b = 0, da/dt ~ 0 in equation (22) because 
the output will have a single constant frequency m _, the equation becomes 
'<* • u o f p. BT = 0 , (25) 
IKZ\2 
a = , 
o V 37 
This is the amplitude of oscillation with the forcing function equal to 
zero. 
Solving equation (22) for the amplitude at frequency w , yields 
a2 = ̂  - 2(*l + b2) . (26) 
For "a" to equal zero 
i 
(b21 + b2)
2 >!° . 1 2 v? 
Equation (27) represents one of the stability requirements of the oscilla. 
tor. The output of the oscillator at the synchronizing frequency must be 
14 
equal to or' greater than — . The other stability requirement is 
y^ 
represented on Figure 4 and applies a t frequencies very near the free-
running frequency. 
When the osc i l l a to r is nei ther synchronized nor free-running equa-
tions (22, 25, 24) may be solved for a, b , and b . 
The main in teres t in th i s development is the synchronized case, 
a = 0, giving from equations (23, 24) 
-b^oF - Jp - O b ^ + f u17(b^ + 2b^) «= - ^ , (28) 
a n d 
V w o " Cl ) ' ^1^1 + I V1*! + 2 b 2 } = ° ' (29) 
Since equations (28, 29) represent the condition of the oscilla-
tor with only a single frequency output present, the time rate of change 
of amplitudes b and b0 have been set equal to zero. 
The stability of the solutions to the equations (23, 24) may be 
determined by replacing b, and b£ by b + 6b and b + 6b„, 
where 6b, and 6b„ represent variations about constant values b i n 
and b . This substitution gives linear differential equations involving 
5b and 6b . The stability is Indicated by the roots of these equa-
tions. 
Another method described by Minorsky (10) and credited to Andronow 
and Witt permits a closer connection with the representation of the oscil-
lator differential equation in the phe.se plane. From equations (23, 24) 
is found 
. ^ c < 
dbl PCb^bg) -OPA f b l ( c | - | ) f O b ^ - | ^ b £ Q | + gffi _ 
2 ^ 1' 2' " V ^ o " *V + l^l " S W l 7 b r 1 + 2^ 
db 
Values of -TT— in the bnb -plane will give flow lines which will db 1 2 
converge or diverge from singular points in the phase plane with time, 
depending on the nature of the stability of the point in question. The 
location of these singular points may be found when b. and b~ are 
constant, which results in Pfb.^bg) « Q(b.,,b ) * 0. To establish the 
stability of the singular points b and b in equation (30) are 
replaced by b _ + Bb_ and b„„ + 6b- and the roots of the equations 
10 1 2G d 
d(Bb ) d(6b2) 
obtained for — and — <* " are examined for stability require-
ments. For equation (30) the results are shown in Figure k, where the 
cross-hatched region represents the unstable region. 
Figure k shows not only the boundary of the unstable region but 
also shows the variation of the output in the stable region with varia-
tion of synchronizing frequency and for different values of input syn-
chronizing signal amplitude, which is reflected in F. . The equation for 
the response curves is 
px(2 - ^ ) + Pl(l - P]_) . *J , (31) 
and the region of instability includes the area p < 0.5 and the area 
within the ellipse 
2A01 2 
(~) + (1 - PX)(1 - 3PX) - 0 , (32) 
b l + b2 . J2 , V o 2 




-0.6 0,2 A10 0.4 
~oT 
Figure k. Variation of the: Output in a Synchronized 
Oscillator as the Frequency of the 
Synchronizing Signal Varies. 
i 
A, h) \ 2 
ST"2 I 
Oa J 
The s o l u t i o n s , shown in Figure 4 , are accomplished wi th the follov/ing 
approximations in equat ions (28- 2 9 ) : 







00 - C0-, 
o 1 
^ 
UJ - 01 
o ! > •
 2 A , 01 
XI 
These approximations require u, to be very near co in order 
not to cause inaccuracy-
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CHAPTER III 
SYNCHRONIZATION WHEN THE'] FORCING FUNCTION IS 
NOT A SINGLE CONSTANT FREQUENCY SINUSOID 
Effects on the Output Caused by Nonlinearity with 
Multiple Forcing Functions 
One approach to the investigation of an oscillator subjected to 
a synchronizing signal that includes interfering terms is presented by 
Tucker and Jamieson (5). Their paper is concerned with the effect of the 
nonlinearity resulting from the amplifier-limiter section of the oscilla-
tor with a block diagram as shown in Figure 5. 
V. V 
Amplifier-Limiter 
G(v ) A 
Feedback Network 
Figure 5 . Block Diagram of a Feedback O s c i l l a t o r wi th 
Synchronizing Signal Appl ied . 
G(v ) a, + a n v + a. v
 & 
1 2 g 5 S 
If t he inpu t -ou tpu t c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of t he a m p l i f i e r - l i m i t e r i s 
expressed as a power s e r i e s through the cubic term, then 
2 5 
v = a n v + a 0 v + a v- . a 1 g 2 g 3 g W 
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With multiple input signals v is expressed as 
v = V [cos Lo,t + r~ cos(en, - A,«)t f , .< + 
g g L 1 2g x I 12 • 
CO s(u^ - A l n ) t ] , (35) 
where v is the instantaneous voltage applies.1 to the grid of the ampli-
S V 
n 
f ie r~ l imi te r , v is the output of the amplif ier- l imit er , and r = -^r- . 
' a ' net V 
With th i s input s igna l , the output of the amp1ifier-limiter 
becomes 
n 
v = v3 (1 . 2 - [a-V + a y 2 +  ) v
c )"[ c L i g 3 g ^ 2 /_, iag ; i 
a 
m=. 
:os UL t 
n 
(36) 
+ a ,V l + a V, 
"i "z - r (1 f ) vlj 
l'gq£ 3 :L I ? qg x'~ ' Z_/ ' 
qm 1 *" IQPK 1 
B9pq 
a V-J :< ,;. r cos (<* + A, J t 





+ ) a.\i:' x 2 r 2 'Jos ( i * - 2A, )• 
n = l n 
+ ) > a jfD x & r r fcosfw, A. -I- A ) 
qml BWJ+l 
., ; X 7T J. 
3 g qgffig L 1 l q 1m' 
-I- cos («, -f A.. - A ) t + cos 0 , . A., - A ) t l 
v 1 l q lm' .L l q lm' J 
n~2 n~l ri. 
+ ) ) ; *-V^ x 5 r r r [cos (to, + A., - A. - An )t 
Li Z_. £ j 3 6 2 qg mg sg L v 1 iq lm l a ' 
q » l msq+1 a=--m+l 
+ coo ( ^ - A + A l m - A l f j ) t + c o B ( U l - A - A l m + A ; L e ) t ] . 
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This equat ion (36) g ives the magnitudes in t he output a t the 
var ious input f requencies and a t t he genera ted f requencies because of 
the n o n l i n e a r i t y . 
I f only V cos uxt is considered t o be a coherent s i g n a l in 
equat ion (35) and a l l the remaining terms a re considered t o become equal 
and i n f i n i t e in number (n->°~)j then t h e s e terms may be taken as the no i se 
i n p u t . The r e s u l t of t ak ing a l l t he d i s c r e t e s i g n a l s a t t he input wi th 
the except ion of v as n o i s e , y i e ld s for the output n o i s e , 
1 
~? p 45 2 h ( 2 . 8 ] ,2 \ 
N s ' i n ^ ' i n / -
V = V . no 111 (37) 
where (SK'). i s t he s i g n a l t o no i se vo l t age r a t i o a t the i n p u t , V" 
v ' i n c x * no 
i s t h e rrns output no i se vo l t age and V . i s t he rms input no i se v o l t a g e . 
This equat ion (37) expresses the e f f ec t of t he n o n l i n e a r i t y of 
t he amp. i i f ier - l im. i ter on the output wi th a coherent s i g n a l and no i se on 
t he i n p u t . 
To apply these results to an. oscillator$ Tuc&er and Jamieson 
a.ssumed the feedback network to have flat amplitude response and zero 
phase shift over the band of interest. The external signal V is 
assumed to contain only difference frequencies co. - A and that the 
SUHL f requencies 01 + A, a r e generated by the n o n l i n e a r i t y of the c i r -
^ 1 im to 
c u i t i 
The f i n a l equat ion r e l a t i n g the s i g n a l / n o i s e r a t i o a t t he g r id to 
t he s i g n a l / n o i s e a t t he input i s given by 
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1 - a - | a [V (a, ) ] 2 [ l + - J ^ 
o 
T772 |a/v>1)]
2( l + TWT; L . a ; 3 „ Rr ~ <i2 f-i -L 2 
(SNV 
(38) 
5 3 « 1 I (ao5 (^f 
J 
where V ( UL ) is the grid voltage of frequency u with regeneration, 
g -L -L 
and must be calculated from an additional relationship which is not an 
explicit .function of V",» The signal/noise voltage ratio on the grid is 
represented by (SN) and the input signal/noise voltage ratio by (SN). . 
£-> 1 X 1 
This analysis by Tucker and Jamieson points out the dominant role 
played by the nonlinearity in suppression of interference in an oscilla-
tor. The result, however, is in a rather inconvenient form and does not 
include effects of phase shift; or amplitude response in the feedback net-
work.. 
Use of van der Pol's Equation for Discrete 
Signal Interference 
The consideration of an oscillator with two forcing functions 
and the behavior of the oscillator described by a differential equation 
of the van der Pol type is made by Spence and Boothroyd (6). The dif-
ferential equation for this case is 
d2v , <1 / , 3 \ , 2 . 2 . , , . 2 . , ,^n, 
— 2 It "̂ V 7V * W o V = l L°o S i n C°l 2Wo S i n W2 " ^ ) 
dt 
Experimental, knowledge of the output from an oscillator of this 
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type i n d i c a t e s the important ampli tudes in the output a r e a t f requencies 
OJ , UKJ and 2oo, - co . Therefore , t he equat ion of t he output i s 
assumed in the form 
v ( t ) = b ( t ) s i n uyt + b p ( t ) cos t ^ t (ko) 
+ b ( t ) s i n LOpt -f b. ( t ) cos fakt 
+ b ( t ) s i n (c^ + z\12) + b 6 ( t ) cos (c^ + A ^ t , 
where 
A12 = L01 ~ w2 * 
Since t h e s e output terms a r e a l l r e l a t e d t c t he f requencies in 
t h e fo rc ing func t ion , e i t h e r a. phase angle must be inc luded , o r , as i s 
done in equat ion ( ^0 ) , a s ine and cos ine term must be included for each 
frequency. The magnitudes ( b ' s ) a r e considered t o be slowly varying 
funct ions of t i m e . 
Because of t h e l a r g e number of q u a n t i t i e s t h a t r e s u l t when equa-
t i o n (40) i s s u b s t i t u t e d i n t o equat ion (39 ) , a degree of r e l a t i v e mag-
n i t u d e of t h e q u a n t i t i e s i s spec i f i ed in o rder to s impl i fy the s o l u t i o n , 
Spence and Boothroyd (6) c l a s s i f y t he s e magnitudes i n t o t h r e e groupings 
" sma l l , " "very small" and "small of t h i rd o r d e r . " In order t o spec i fy 
t h e order of smallness the fol lowing four assumptions a r e made: 
(a) The o s c i l l a t o r output i s considered s i n u s o i d a l , 
(b ) ux, and ojp a r e n e a r to . 
(c) The ampli tudes a t CLL and ( UL + A ) a r e of an order 
smal ler than those a t GO, , 
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(d) The maximum values b-. and b p a r e of the same order of 
magnitude as a . 
When equat ion (KO) i s s u b s t i t u t e d in to equat ion (39) > s i x l i n e a r 
d i f f e r e n t i a l equat ions a r e found "by r e t a i n i n g only terms con ta in ing f r e -
quencies co 3 co,L, and co-, + A „ , and equat ing t h e c o e f f i c i e n t s of the 
sine and cosine of c a t , fc%tj and (co-, + A ) t . Only the terms t h a t a re 
small t o t he l e a s t two orders a r e r e t a i n e d in each equa t ion . The fol low-
ing equat ions r e s u l t : 
2l51 + b 2 (2A 0 1 ) - CYb1(l - p j = 0 , (1H) 
A U)2 
20 2 - b l ( 2 A 0 1 ) - Ob 2 ( l - P l ) - - - L 2 i - A ^ , (k2) 
215 + V 2 A 0 2 ) " CC°^1 ' 2 p l ) "f m ) 5 P s + " V m = ° > ( ^ 
« 2 
ApW 
2 \ - V 2 V " "V1 " 2pl} " "Vs + °V» " "4^ " " Vo> (H) 
2«5 + 2b 6 (2A 0 1 - AQ2) - Ob 5 ( l - 2 P l ) + Ob3p s + 0!b4pm " ° ' ^ ) 
2Bg - 2b 5 (2A 0 1 - A 0 2 ) - Ob g( l - 2P]_) - Ob1+ps + Q!b3Pm«= 0 , (k6) 
where 
b 2 - b 2 2b ^p 
Ps = — 5 — , Pm = — — , asd
 A




Solu t ions t o t he se equat ions in the s t e a d y - s t a t e g ives for the 
normalized-squared ampli tudes 
^ p ? a oi + p i ( 1 " p ] / = * i > ( i | T ) 
2k 
where 
P2 = ^ -
2 ^ 0 1 " 2 c 0 2 r + ^ " 2 ^ 







CO - CO „ 
m n 2 
O ' m 
A co £ 
( - J L £ ) 
v aa ' 
p • 
2 2 
h 0 n + b_ 2n«1 2n 
and 
D = C2"02 ) 2 + ( 1 " 2 P ] / 3 ( N o i - 2 a02 ) 2 + ( 1 ' 2 p l ) 2 ] 
•I- p{ - 2p2 [ 2 a 0 2 ( ^ 0 1 - 2aQ2) + (1 - 2 P l )
2 ] . 
Equation (krj) is the same equation aa determined without the in-
terference term at frequency u; that i s , with the assumptions made, 
the amplitude in the output at the synchronizing frequency is unchanged 
because of interference. 
Equation (h-Q) gives the normallzed-squared amplitude in the out-
put at frequency u),.,. It is a linear function of the input interfering 
signal as long as the assumptions are valid. 
The component in the output generated by the nonlinearity is 
expressed by equation (49). Note that- it is also a linear function of 
the input interfering signal. 
Adler's Equation with Variable Frequency 
Synchronizing Signals 
Jones (11) applied Adler's equation to an oscillator synchronized 
by a frequency-modulated synchronizing s i g n a l . The d i f f e r e n t i a l equa-
t i o n of the o s c i l l a t o r wi th a s i n u s o i d a l frequency-modulated s i g n a l , 
using A d l e r ' s approach, i s 
~ = M s in (GO t + Si) - u» s i n B, (.50) 
where M i s t he maximum v a r i a t i o n of t he input s i g n a l frequency from 
t h e f ree- running value and ft i s an a r b i t r a r y phase a n g l e . 
A s o l u t i o n for B 1L; assumed as 
£ = B s i n OJ t + B0 s i n ^w t + 8 cos jjo^t . (51) 
Solu t ions for the maximum angles B . , BQj and B a r e accom-
pl i shed by s u b s t i t u t i o n in to equat ion (50 ) , y i e ld jng for the r e s u l t i n g 
frequency 
w= wo + wc [ 2 ^ ( 8 ^ + ^ J 2 ( p } ) ] s i n comt (52) 
- f3-/2
(pi ) cos v+ B- j 5
( p iJ + f y 0
( p i } ] s i n HV 
+ 6 3 [ l / 2 6 ^ ( 6 ^ - J o ( P l ) ] cos 3 ^ t . 
Other s o l u t i o n s a r e accomplished by Jonas (11) which include t he 
v a r i a t i o n of co r e s u l t i n g from v a r i a t i o n s in ampli tude of t h e g r id 
vo l t age caused by the n o n l i n e a r i t y of t h e open-loop response curve and 
a l s o r e s u l t i n g from ampli tude v a r i a t i o n s caused by frequency s e n s i t i v e 
e lements . 
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CHAPTER IV 
EFFECTS ON THE OUTPUT OF A SYNCHRONIZED 
OSCILLATOR BY INTERFERING SIGNALS 
The output of an oscillator is determined by the nonlinearity of 
the circuit; by the feedback network characteristic,, and by the external 
signals applied. When the oscillator is synchronized, it is possible to 
obtain a high degree of discrimination against interfering signals accom-
panying the synchronising signal., This d.is criminal; ion, that is, propor-
tionately smaller interfering signals in the output than in the input, 
may be appreciable even though the frequency of the interference is very 
close to that of the synchronizing frequency. 
In solutions for oscillators, whether isolated or synchronized, a 
compromise usually must be iria.de between completeness of solution and com-
plexity of the solution. Completely general solutions to nonlinear cir-
cuits are in most cases quite complex, if not impossible. However, with 
restrictions which meet practical conditions, and simplifications which 
result from these restrictions, useful results may be obtained. In the 
analyses to follow, the signal to interference ratio is considered to be 
large. 
Mathematical Development 
Based on AdlerT s Equa t i on 
Adler's (9) equation is dimensionality in terms of radian frequency. 
The interest here is in amplitudes, therefore, the analysis involves a 
conversion of the instantaneous frequency determined from an equation 
based on Adler to the resulting amplitudes. 
Effect of Interference on Instantaneous Freqi:.ency of an Oscillator 
An oscillator subjected to two input signals is represented in 
Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Block Diagram of an Oscillator With 
Two .Externally Applied Signals,, 
From Figure 6 the following relations between voltages may be 
"itten: 
Y = y G(v ) 
r g g 
(53) 
and 
v = v + v., + w , 
g r x ^ 
(5^) 
where equation (5*0 is a relation between instantaneous voltages. 
Let the voltage v be the synchronizing voltage and let v^ 
be the interfering voltage on the input. 
The equations for v and v^ are taken as 
v = V ccs a; t s (55) 
28 
and 
V2 = V2 C 0 S ^ = V2 C ° S ^ ' l + A 2 1 ^ ' (56) 
where A i s t h e d i f f e r e n c e i n r a d i a n f r e q u e n c y b e t w e e n GO, and GOU, 
A 2 1 - ^ . ^ . (57) 
A phasor diagram indicating magnitude and phase relations between 
the voltages is shown in Figure 7. If the phasor V is considered to 
be stationary at a frequency co, , then the other phasors have frequen-
cies as shown. 
The frequency GO. is the instantaneous frequency of v'. 
1 ^ 1 
' \ 
Figure 7. Phasor Diagram for an Oscillator with Synchronizing 
and Interfering Voltages. 
The phasor V1 is the phasor combination cf V and V . As an 
instantaneous value, the effective externally applied signal becomes 
Vl = Vl C O S Wl t + V2 C 0 S ^1 + ^21^ (58) 
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Expansion of the cosine function involving the sum, (w. -f A )t, 
and combination of sine and cosine terms of w t yields 
v1 = V cos a)-,t (1 + «£ cos A t ) - y_ sin co, t sin A t . (59) 
1 1 V. 21 21 
This equat ion (59) Jm7 1°e w r i t t e n as 
•» - v » = V . ' ( t ) COS («** + 9 ( t ) ) , (60) 
where 
V! 
l ( t ) ( V 1 + V 2 C 0 S A 2 l " } + ("VP 3 l n ^ 1 * ^ 
(61) 
and 
[̂  + ,2 + 2V v coo A2 1 .0
2 , 
- 1 V 2 a l a W 
e ( t ) ' t a n TTTX. cos 2175 ' 
(62) 
I f t h e synchronizing vo l tage i s much l a r g e r than the i n t e r f e r i n g 
0 voltage, VT » V^ } equations (61) and (62) reduce t 




9(t) = ̂ - sin A£1t (64) 
Equation (60) may now be written 
v2 
v| = (V + V0 cos A t ) cos (to t + —- sin 
^2! t). (65) 
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Therefore, for interfering signals of relatively small magnitudes, 
the effect on the synchronizing voltage is a combination of amplitude 
and frequency modulation. 
Referring again to the phasor diagram, Figure J, the relations 
between rate of change of angles and frequencies are noted as 
££ = (w± - 6̂ ) - (> - ̂  ) , (66) 
and 
|| - K - ̂J . (67) 
The instantaneous frequency CJ can be found from equations {6)6) and 
(67) as 
u s s U J l + dt " dt * ( 6 8 ) 
The rate of change of the angle |3 is 
d £ ( \ A. d9 t£a\ 
dt • (,xi ' a i ; +dt" • <69) 
If — = 0 in equation {66), this reduces to the same relation as occurs 
Q.*u 
in deriving Adler's equation. 
The angle $ in Figure 7 between ? and V represents the 
2 g 
4D 1 i 
angle of lead of V with respect to V . If —-. » GJ - UL , that 
r fi g 2Q ' o I 
i s , i f o n e - h a l f t h e b a n d w i d t h of t h e o s c i l l a t o r i s much l a r g e r t h a n t h e 
d i f f e r e n c e i n t h e f r e e - r u n n i n g and s y n c h r o n i z i n g f r e q u e n c y , t h e n <t> can 
be c o n s i d e r e d a l i n e a r f ' unc t i on o f f r e q u e n c y , 
-.-- K (00 - to ) . ( 7 0 ) 
d> o 
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From Figure 7, 
s i n * = - - s i n ( - P ) , (71) 
For opera t ion where the product K (co - co ) i s sma l l , then 
0 0 
Vi 
sin $ -= $ • --- sin p . (72) 
The condition for K to be smell requires low Q of the feedback 
<t> 
network. When t h e synchronizing frequency i s l imi t ed t o a range near the 
f r e e r u n n i n g f r e q u e n c y , [w - coj i s s m a l l , 
S u b s t i t u t i o n of equat ion (63) in to (72) gives 
(V + V cos A .,t) 
4> = _ A _ £ _ £±— s i n p . (73) 
g 
Equating equat ions (70) and (73) y i e l d s 
(V1 + V0 cos A t ) 
K [(w - W]_) - (U)Q - oij)] = — ^ ^ ^— s i n p . (74) 
g 
The combination of equations (64, 69) and (7*0 results in 
V V A V 
at = Aio - r f (1 + v7 c ° 3 ^i*) Eln P + -YT- cos ^ i f " (75) 




= U l - U o - ( T 6 ) 
dS 
For the condition of no interference, v_ ;= 0, and —-. = 0, the 
J 2 ' dt 
oscillator is synchronized, with (3 having a constant value dependent on 
the circuit parameters and relative voltages that exist. Imposing the 
32 
conditions V = 0 and ~- » 0 on aquation (75) reduces this equation to 
v, 
\o - rr sin p o • ° » (TT) 
or 
- ^ -/AK* (T8) 
K T ) 
where 6 is the constant value of the angle,, without interference, 
when synchronization occurs• 
Since the limits of the sine function are- ±1, the limits of 
A to satisfy equation (77) becomes 
A l o = wc = ± K i r • (79) 
* g 
Therefore, the limits of the sTnchron.1sat.ion "bandwidth are ±cu , 
or, GO is one-half the bandwidth of synchronization without interfer-
c 
ence. 
Incorporating equation (79) i-n equation (75) gives 
dB V ? A ? 1 V 2 
dt = \o " ĉ ( 1 + V C 0 S A 21 t } S i n P + ~T'— C O S ^ 1 * * ( 8 0 ) 
]. 1 
Equation (80) represents the variation with time of the angle B of 
an oscillator subjected to a relatively large signal plus an interfering 
signal of small amplitude,, It is reasonable then to assume that B will 
consist of a constant value_, corresponding to the synchronizing voltage3 
and a time-varying part resulting from the perturbation caused by 
33 
VI, cos (to. + A )t„ Therefore 6 may be taken as the sum of 6 , the 
2 .i 21 oJ 
constant value} and P , the time varying components Then 
1 
p « Po + P1 . (81) 
With p defined as in equation (Si), equation (80) yields 
at2 + 5 ^ = ^o - "c^1 + -rx
 cos ^ r 5 3in (-6 + V + ^ i vj cos ^i*-(82) 
Expanding sin (p + p, ) by a trigonometric identity and noting 
2. 2 
that because of the assumption Vl « vt and p1 being a very small 
ang1e, t he re re s uIt s 
sin (PQ + P]) = sin 3 Q + ^ cos p . (83) 
dPo Also, — — - Cs since 6 is the constant part of the solution 
' dt ' o 
for (3 a Therefore, 
g J : = A1 Q - c , c ( l + ^ co , ^ t H s t o f>Q + P£ cos t:.Q) (84) 
V 
+ A5]_ _ cos A 2 1 t . 
Since A., _ * a) s i n p . - 0 from equat ion (77) j 10 c 0 % 
dp, V V 





+ A21 _ cos ̂  t 
3* 
dp 
The resulting equation (8,5) for -ST— ^s a linear differential 
equation with varying coefficients«, An exact solution for this equation 
may be found• However, from experimental results the voltages a,t the 
higher sum and difference terms in the output such as au ± 2A__. , 
- 1 21 
uu ± 3^QI } a °» a r e negligible. The voltages at the sum and difference 
frequencies in the output, vhich are negligible, result from the higher 
liarmonic terms in the solution of equation (8s)° Therefore to simplify 
the solution of equation (85)s since the desired solution Is the steady-
state part and the higher harmonics are to be neglected, a solution is 
assumed as 
P: - B cos ̂  t + B0 sin Ap,t . (86) 
The assumed solution has the same angular velocity a.s the forcing func-
tion of equation (65) because the steady-state solution is being sought-
The constants in the assumed solution are evaluated by substitution of 
equation (86) into (85) and, using a method based on the principle of 
harmonic balance, these constants are adjusted to make the assumed solu-
tion fit the equation as well as possible, Terms of frequency other 
than the fundamental are neglected in this first order approximation* 
Both sine and cosine functions are included to account for possible phase 
shift. 
The result of substituting equation (86) into (85) and equating 
like time functions of the fundamental frequency yields 
J^i = Bn cos 3 , (87) 





2 — - -
B i c o s p o + zfrr - ir sin p0 
c c 1 1 




cos p ( 4 . . - co s i n p ) 
o s 2 1 c o 
A_,n + co COS 6 2 1 c o 
V (A, - w s i n S ) 
B = A _J£ . ^ x c °_ C881) 
2 21 V, A2 , 2 2 " ^
L j 
1 ^A + CO- C O S p 
2 1 c o 




/ 2 ,2 ,2 
(w, - ^ 0 ) 
o " u ' 
c 
e q u a t i o n (88) becomes 
1 
„ ^ . (^i- V j j - 4 / 
I V ? ', ? 2 [ 
" X A 2 1 + K - V 
and 
„ V2 ^ 2 1 ^ 1 ~ A l o ) 
2 "" V-, 2 ; 2 A2 
2 1 
(90) 
" " %1} 
T h e r e f o r e , 
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a
 V2 ^A21 - V H ~ 4 / « ^ + A P 1 Sin ^ 
p _ , 2 _ - £ — • . 1 9 1 ; 
1 A^ _ + LO - Z\ , . 
2 1 c 10 
The e q u a t i o n f o r a t may now "be found from the i n t e g r a t i o n of 
ae dp- , , 
u = w i + at " IT" • ( 9 2 ) 
Thus , 
cut = tiyfc + 0 - ^ . (93) 
Substitution of equations (64) and. (9L) gives for at, 
r (£V.l - V A 2 1 a t = a^ t + Y ~ s i n ^ 1 * 
1 A i l + Wc " A I 0 
] (9^ ) 
V 2 ( A 2 1 " A 1 0 ) , 2 .2 ^2 A . 
7 7 7 2 - 2 A 2 ~ :
 (wc - A i o ) c o s A i .2 t 
VA21 + Wc " A ] . 0 ) 
The instantaneous value for the voltage feedback is 
v = V cos cot; « (95) 
r r \ss t 
S i n c e a t f rom e q u a t i o n ( 9 ^ ) c o n t a i n s t i m e - v a r y i n g s i n u s o i d a l 
t e r m s , t h e r e s u l t , when s u b s t i t u t e d i n t o e q u a t i o n ( 9 5 ) J i-s s i d e b a n d t e r m s 
a round GO of t h e f r e q u e n c y - m o d u l a t i o n t y p e . The c o s i n e f u n c t i o n may be 
w r i t t e n i n s h o r t e n e d form a s 
cos a t = cos ( ay t + x s i n A t - y cos A t ) , ( 96 ) 
where 
37 
X = 1 -
(ApX ~
 A i o ) A 2 1 
2 2 




(8 - 5 )5 
^ 21 10 ; 21 
P o 
1 - 6~ - o~ 






L i 2 2 10 J 
* r. 
'<821 " V * 1 " 8?0) 
o p 
1 21 10 
, (98) 
with 
V A A 
2 A 21 , . 10 
r 2 i = IT * 52i = — ' a n d 5io = — 
1 c c 
(99) 
The trigonometric expansion of equation (cj6) and the substitutions 
for functions that yield Bessei functions gives for COG tot,, 
cos cot = cos UL t I (J (x) -f 2J_̂ (x) COG A -f.; + 
1 v os 3 21 )(J 0 (y) 
(100) 
2JQ(y) cos 2 A t + . . . ) + (2J,.(x) sin A t 
2 1 
+ 2J (x) Sin 3Ap it + . . . ) ( 2 J 1 ( y ) cos A? 1 t - 2J (y) 
3A2]_t + . . . ) ] - s.m co.Lt Qaj (x) sin A ^ t CO 
+ 2J^(x) sin 3A21t + . 0 ( J Q ( y ) - 2J2(y) cos 2A21t + . . . ) 
- (J (x) + 2J (x) cos 2A t + ^ . ) ( 2 J n ( y ) cos A t 
2 1 
- 2J (y) cos J A ^ t + . . . ) ] . 
Examination of the arguments} x and y, of the Bessei function 
indicate there are combinations of 6, and o which yield, large values 
x y 
of the arguments. Graphs showing a family of curves for and — — 
•21 •21 
38 
for constant values of & _, as b is varied, are shown in Figures 8 
and 9» 
Examination of the curves in Figures 8 and 9 indicate that the 
x v 
values of —— and —=-— are reasonably well behaved: that i s , t he i r 
r 7' 
21 21 
magnitudes do not reach extremely large values un t i l combinations of 
large values of |S n _ | and small values of EL,I occur a t the same 
10 21 
time. This indicates that the arguments of the Bessel functions reach 
large values when the synchronizing frequency is near the edge of the band 
of synchronization and the Interfering signal is quite near the synchroni-
zing frequency. This condition corresponds to the borderline of stability 
and is of little practical interest. 
For values of \b n| 5 0*9> Ixl <. 1.0 and |y| < 2.2_, since the 
2 
requirement on the development of the equations has been r « 1, then 
the arguments of the Bessel functions will be small with the limitation on 
16 | . The Bessel function expansions in equation (99) ̂ y ^e truncated 
after the first term yielding, 
cos wt = cos W]t QjQ(x) JQ(y) -f- (2J1(x) sin A^t) (2J_L(y) (101) 
cos A^t)] - sin ĉ t [(2J1(x) sin A^t (JQ(y)) 
-(JQ(x))(2J1(y) cos Aplt)] . 
Also the Bessel functions may be replaced by the first term in their 
series expansion giving for the first pair of sidebands, 
39 
+- ^ 2 1 - 2 . 0 -1.6 -1 .2 - 0 . 8 -0 .4 2 . 0 
- l . G J - § l cf-G>93 
6 l c r - 1 . 0 
Figure 8. Var i a t ion of -—• wi th 6„n 
r 21 
Figure 9* Var i a t ion of -*•— wi th 5 
r2L 2 1 
40 
cos cot = cos co t - s i n (o t | s | r s i n A p ] t - 2 J T cos A t ] (102) 
= cos co t - ^ [cos (w^ - A H - cos (co + A , ) t ] 
+ | £sia (cox + A 2 1 ) t + s i n (u^ - A 2 1 ) t ] . 
From equat ion (101) i t can. be seen thai; t he i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l 
has caused the equ iva len t of narrow-band frequency modula t ion . The 





<; < < .L For 0-9 'Iff ! 5 - . r | * ."Ij, t he approximations r a t i o , t h a t i s , 
used fo r t h e Bessel funct ions a r e not va l i d and c a l c u l a t i o n in t h i s region 
would r e q u i r e r e t e n t i o n of .die Besse l f u n c t i o n s . However, c ros s -p roduc t s 
between terms as in equat ion (100) would c o n t r i b u t e t o the lower order 
sidebands and an. a n a l y s i s in t h i s i n t e r v a l of | ° - | n | would become im-
prac t i c a l i y l eng thy . 
Effect on the Amplitude of an O s c i l l a t o r Resul t ing from I n t e r f e r e n c e 
Adler s t i p u l a t e d in h is d e r i v a t i o n t h a t t h e ampli tude v a r i a t i o n 
of V and V r e s u l t i n g from V, was smal l in comparison t o V, . 
g r 1 1 
This was due t o t h e a p p l i c a t i o n of a small e x t e r n a l s i g n a l compared to 
V and t o t h e ope ra t ion of most o s c i l l a t o r s in almost f l a t p a r t of t he 
g 
ampl.i tude-limi.t ing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c . Neglect ing the ampli tude modulation 
e n t i r e l y r e s u l t s in an equat ion for v as fo l lows : 
v r = V r[cos Wjt - | (cos ( ^ - A 2 1 ) t - cos (coL +
 A
2 1 H ) (105) 
+ | ( s in (W l + A 2 1 ) t + S22i (c^ -
 A
£ 1 ) t ) ] • 
The voltage feedback V , is taken as the free-running grid voltage 
kl 
V , in equat ion (103)• 
In o rder for t he a n a l y s i s t o be complete, even though the c o n t r i -
bu t ion i s s n a i l , some account should be made of the ampli tude v a r i a t i o n . 
Since t h e ampli tude v a r i a t i o n of v i s small because of t he i n e q u a l i t y 
V « V , a l i n e a r approximation t o t h e open-loop gain, curve may be used. 
A t y p i c a l curve for an o s c i l l a t o r t h a t s a t i s f i e s A d l e r ' s cond i t ions 
has a r e l a t i v e l y sharp l i m i t i n g c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , and i s as shown in Figure 
10. 
l o O i - -
r o 
ro 
Figure 10. Open-loop Amplitude Characteristic of an Oscillato] 
(Normalized with respect to the free-running 
voltage amplitude, V ). 
A tangent drawn to trie curve at r =1.0, will have an equation ° go ' 
r = r' + (1 - r ) r 
ro ro ro go (ioM 
= r* (1 - r ) + z* . ro x go7 go 
k2 
Solving for r givej 
go 
r - r 
ro ro 
go 1 _ r' 
ro 
(105) 
From the p.hasor diagram, Figure 7, 
V = V -f V' cos p = V + V' ccs 0 + 0. ) 
r 1 r 1 v o 1 
(106) 
Expanding the sum of angles by trigonometric identity,; imposing 
the condition that J3 is small; and substituting for V from equa-
tion (63) gives for equation (106), 
V = V + (V_ f Yn cos A tj(co.8 P - P-, sin 0 ) , g r 1 2 21 o . l o ' (107) 
or normal iz ing wi th r e s p e c t to V and s u b s t i t u t i n g for func t ions of 0 , 
« + ( r in + *on c o s Ao^<)( [ 1 - & l n ]
2 - Pn5 i n) . (108) r go *" r r o V~1Q ' "20 21. 
1 
2 V2 
10-1 ' p l~10 ' 
From equat ions (105, 108) 
r = 1 + ro 
1 - V 
ro - ( r 1 Q + r 2 0 c o s A 2 l t ) ( [ l 
1 
^rf - PAn) ' (1Q9) 10- 1 10' 
r o 
where 0 is the value stated in equation (9l)« Incorporating 0, in 
equation (109) and neglecting higher harmonic terms yields 
1 - rT 





6 l o ' 
' 20 6 10 r 21 ( B 21 " &10} 
1 0 2 ^ + 5 2 1 " B?.0^ 
(110) 
*3 
rlOS10 r21 (&21 [ b10] 
'20 " 2 2 
1 + B£ - 5 1 Q 
COG 4a-i t 
2 1 
ri0810r21 (6Sl - V S 2 1 
1 + 4 " 6"l0 
sin zVnt 
cl 
Effect on the. Output Including Both Amplitude and Frequency Effects of 
Interference 
The effects on the output due to variation of frequency is ex-
pressed by equation (103). -̂tie effects resulting from the amplitude 
variations caused "by the amplitude .Limiting characteristic are expressed 
by equation (110). The product of these two equations (IG^j 110) yields 
the total effect of interference on the output of an oscillator that meets 
the restrictions set forth. The combination and solution of these two 
equations are included in the Appendix A. The final equations are nor-
malized with respect to V and terms are retained through QL ± 2£L_-. 
c 1 21 
v.. 
The individual terms for «-• ere as fellows: 
o 
V (cm. ) C 1 ~ r' 
o k ro 
v2 / 
B i . ) ) K-
in) 
2 0 8 1 0 r 2 1 ^ 1 " S1<J' 
2B 
'COS W-, t j, 
where 
D l - 1 + 821 " 610 ' 
(112) 
kk 
— ~ S III &L 1 5 (—ZT-~) # l>21 - & : J r 10 6 10 8 2I ( 1 
ro ' 1 L 
113) 
5 2 1 ^ 2 1 - 6 i p ] ) + (r 
*in rpikn~*J 10 10 2.1 L 21 10 
20 D. " ) 
^ ~ 5to> s in UL 6 , 
vc(^ + V 
C • ) S i ' 21' J 
r i - r' 
ro 
2 N2 
&'" ) 10 ' v 20 
(i i^5 
r l ^ ] . 0 r 2 l > b 2 r 6 l J 
D ; + ( i 
^ r 5 J a 2 i , V ^ 
cos ( ^ + ^ 2 1 ) t , 
V fw -f A V ^r r& -8 1 / r 1*P* -I -{ 1 + 2 1 / . , , A. v. 1 | 2 i>°21 °10
J / f ro 






1061C52 ] + ^ " 5 i a ^ 7~ ^ ] V s;Lu(a.)14Api)- , 
MvV :os (.WL-A 
0 1 ' u Q ( - n - £ £ ) ( l " & 7 0
) ~ ( r 2 0 
ro 
(116) 
r i o 6 io : r2^i-& :LO^ , , . t62 1-s1 0 ' l&2 1 ) - r (1 - ) 
1 1 
v ( WL ; 
c 
o -1 
COS (.WL - A 2 1 H J 
^ 
y SID. (0JX - A 2 i ) t = g 
lAr^J 
" T J : — • — ( r 1 0 6 1 0 6 2 1 (117) 
1 - r 1 " ro 
T< 
ro -1 
+ (i . ^ )
2 ^ L ) s i n ((^-Ap-i ) t 
- ^ ~ cos (W] + 2A2]_)t m V IT 




.2 N2 [ l -B^f r 2 J (118) 
r io5 io&2i"6 :J 
'20 2 1 
^l*£l-8 lo5 
+ _ _ _ ) cos (<* + 2 ^ ) t 
D 
V j c ^ + 2AQ1) 
V s in (co, + 2 / ^ ) 1 - j -
' t 1 - ^ *2i&fer
8iol 
r ' D., 
ro 1 
.119) 
- r 1 0 8 1 0 6 2 1 r 2 1 ( 1 
.. ^lfefei^iol) 
> + ^ I O ^ Q 
rio&ior2i^ar6:i.o^ 
B j a i,ii), -c ^ l } t 
and 
Vc(u)1 - 2A2 1) c o s ( w L - 2 ^ 1 ) t = - V g (o) 1+2^ 1 ) c o s U ^ A ^ ) t , (120) 
i 
V s(co- r2z^1) s ln( W l "2A 2 . ) t = Vg; ( a-f-2 Ap} ) s i n ^ - ^ A ^ ) t , (12.1) 
These equat ions (111-121) r e f l e c t "both the frequency-modulation 
e f fec t and the ampli tude-modulat ion e f f ec t on the output due t o the 
i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l . The summation of t he se equat ions gives —— . As 
o 
k6 
would be expected the e f f ec t due t o the s lope of t h e a m p l i t u d e - l i m i t i n g 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c lms a. minor effect, when the l i m i t i n g c h a r a c t e r i s t i c i s 
f l a t cr tt€»r f l a t , which i s requi red for reasonable ampli tude s t a b i l i t y . 
The . inclusion cf the amplitude-modulation e f fec t does r e f l e c t the unequal 
magnitudes between the I n t e r f e r e n c e term in t he output at t h e frequency 
of the input interference and the interference image, that i s , at 
w. - A . Without the amplitude modulation e f f e c t these interference 
1 21 
terms would be predicted to have equal amplitudes (equation 103). Com-
puter ca lculat ions based on these equations indicate the to. ± 2Ap 
terms are n e g l i g i b l e compared to the w ± £ t e r n s . This i s expected 
s ince the i r generation i s e n t i r e l y due to the amplitude-modulation e f f e c t 
which has comparatively minor overa l l e f f e c t , The s ine function at UL 
a l so proved to be n e g l i g i b l e compared to the cosine funct ion. I t s value 
was never greater than 0.06 per cent of the cosine function amplitude for 
the calculated va lues . 
Curves showing the discrimination to the to, + Ap, term are 
graphed in Figure 11. The discrimination i s defined as the ra t io of the 
gain of the desired s ignal bo the gain of the interfer ing s i g n a l . These 
curves show the discrimination as 5„~ i s var ied . Each curve i s for a 
aO 
constant value of 6^ and r1 . The reason that all the curves do not 
10 ro 
have a common intersection on the y-axis is due to a difference in out-
put at id, for the different conditions. The minimum discrimination 
occurs at the location of the synchronizing frequency in each case. In 
an analysis where the frequency selectivity is important these minimums 
are shifted toward 6 = 0, Also of interest for the 5 - -0*9 curves 
is the existence of a negative discrimination or gain for the interfering 
fyf 
- 0 o Q 
Figure 11 . Discrimination to the Interfer ing Signal 
ha 
signal of between one and two decibels„ Curves having the same magni-
tude for S-- and r! but of opposite sign in £L„ are mirror images 
10 ro r* c L0 
about the y-axis „ The change in r \ causes an approximately vertical 
shift in the discrimination curves, with the greaser discrimination occur-
ring for the larger value of r^ , reflecting less effect due to ampli-
tude modulation. 
Figure 12 shows the ratio of the interference in the output at 
the input interfering frequency to the interference in the output at the 
frequency &, - A - as &.. _ is varied, For the value r? - 0.9 there 
1 2.:. .10 ro 
is very little difference in the two sideband, terms and. the difference is 
practically unaffected, by the location of the synchronizing frequency. 
The inequality is greater for hhe lower values of rr and has a more 
ro 
pronounced change with the synchronizing frequency* 
The interference at ai, i- A_. and, at UL - A as 6n ̂  is varied 
I. 21 1 21 2S 
is shown in Figure 13 for constant values of 5, „ and r1 o These curves 
10 re 
point: out the difference in amplitudes of the 'two interference components 
and also r,l?.e location of each with respect to the normalized frequency, 
The curves for ui - A components are approximately the same as the 
curves for uu + A components shifted downward and. rotated about, the 
constant, valuf of 60, =- 6,-. 
2 j. 'J.. 
The effect Of the variat ion of the synchronizing frequency on the 
interference output, amplitude is shown by the curves of Figure Ik 0 If 
the interference is located at 5 -• 0, there is l i t t l e effect as 6 
is varied o However,, as the inte.-rference moves away from t$N the mag-
nitude increases when 5 approaches 5 p n and ray reach a value where 
•the output r a t i s of signal to interference is greater than the input s ig-
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±1.0 ±0.2 ±0 .8 
Figure 12 o Rat io in. t h e Output of t he Amplitude a t oû  + A^p 
to the Amplitude a t u. - A 
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E'ormallzed Amplitudes 
with reepect to V « 
o 
output voltage at us, H- A ^ 
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r 1 Q . 0 . 1 
rQ 1 - 0.05 
r _ - 0.09 
ro 
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20 
Figure 1 3 . J loraal laed Amplitudes a t w, + Ap, 
and a t ai 
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Uorasaliz ed. Anp 1 i tud e e 
w i t h r e s p e c t t c V. 
6 2 0 = 0 . 5 
Figure Ik. Va r i a t i on of . Interference Amplitude 
wi th Synchru.aizing .Frequency. 
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CHAPTER V 
EXTENSION OF EQIMIQBTS TO MULTIPLE SIGNALS AKD 5TOISE 
Multiple Signals Applied to Adier's Equation* 
In the preceding chapter equations were derived for determination 
of the output whey, the input consisted, of a synchronizing signal and. 
one interfering signal„ When multiple signals are applied the procedure 
is similar out the restrictions placed on magnitudes must be redefined. 
Let the externally applied voltage to an oscillator of the t;ype 
In .Figure 6 he 
v' = V.7 cos oj, t -f Vn cos (UL + An1 )t + V_ cos (w. + A..,. )t + ..., (122) 
1 1 1 d ' L d\.. j 1 3JL 
"which may he w r i t t e n 
m m 
v ' = > V cos A ..t cos Ukt - ) V s i n A .. t s i n u . t , (123) 
1 £_, a n l l £ j n rii- -L 
n--l n=2 
in which A_ - * 0. 
Equation (123) may he shown, as a phas.or diagram vitii dots des igna-
t i n g the ends of t he phasors r e p r e s e n t i n g the In t e r f e r ence t e rms . Such a 
diagram is Figure IS . 
The c i r c l e centered a t the end of VI r e p r e s e n t s the maximum 
leng th of t h e phasor summation of the i n t e r f e r i n g t e r m s . I f t he square 
of pe rpend icu la r component., (-V0 s i n A t - V_ s:ln A^ t - <».•)> i-
s much 
— c l S- 'j±-
l e s s than the h o r i z o n t a l component then the r e s u l t a n t ampli tude of VI 
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Figure 15„ Phaser Diagram of Synchronizing Signal and 
Multip1e Interfering Signa1s• 
and the interfering terms may be taken as 
m 
h " Vl + L \ cos V ' 
n-2 
121+) 
and the angle 0(t) can be approximated 
m n V 
X 0(t)= ) ~ sinA^t 
n«2 
(125) 









v, = (V, + ) V cos A , t ) cos foLt 4 ) r 1 9In A .+ ) . (.127) 1 v 1 / , n n l ' s 1 / , n l n l \ * * 
n=:̂  n=2 
^ 
The angle <j> between the phasors V and V (see Figure 7) 
becomes 
m 
7. + ) V cos A t 




s i n P . (128) 
0 
Again, as for the s i n g l e d i s c r e t e i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l $ i s taken 
as a l i n e a r r e l a t i o n of frequency, <j> = K (w - co^). The r a t e of change 
of p i s ^ = ( ^ - a) + T £ . 
By use of equat ions (125> 128 )> 
m m 
|£ = A - a; (1 + ) r - cos A ,t)sin p + ) r -,A cos A t. (129) 
dt 10 ĉ  £_, nl nl ' ^ ni nl nl v *' 
n=2 n=2 
Since the oscillator is assumed synchronized, the perturbation 
caused by the interfering signals will be about a constant angle p . 
Therefore, S = (3 + B. , wnere P, is the small angle resulting from 
o 1 1 
the perturbations.. Replacing P by p -I- p. in equation (129) a ^ 
dp 
recalling that T—— = 0: that A _ co sin B » Oj and that since p. 0 dt ' 10 c 0 1 
is a very small angle sin (P + Bn ) = Bin 3 + p.. cos p , equation 
0 1 0 1 o 
(129) may be reduced to 
~ I = - % cos P Q (1 + ^ V l
 C0G A n i b ^ l (130) 
n=2 
m m 
+ ( ) r . cos A , t ) ( - « s in P + ) A ) . 
^ A_, i l n l c ro (__i n l 
n=2 n=2 
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A solution is now assumed for f3 containing only terms of funda-
mental frequency as 
21 
Pl " I CB2n-l C0S *„!* + B2n 3 ln V Q • < ^ 
n=2 
Substitution of [3 from equation (1J1) into (LJO) and evaluation 
of the constants for this order of approximation from only the fundamental 
terms gives for the equations needed to determine the BT , 
s 
m m m m 
I B2Al - •%
 C 0 S V I B2n-1> + ( £ A n i " <"c S t o SoH I*nl>' ( 1 J 2 ) 
n=2 n=2 n=2 n=2 
and 
m m 
B_ nA . = -co cos p ( > Bn ) . , (123) 
2 n - l n l c o Z_J 2 n \ ^ / 
n=2 n==2 
S o l u t i o n of t h e s e two e q u a t i o n s ( 1 2 2 , 133) y i e l d s , 
1 
B _
 r m ( 8 n l - 5 1 0 ) ( 1 - 5 1 ( / , , _ , , 
B2n-1 r ~ 5 ^ ' ( 5 J 
1 '• 6 n l - 5 1 0 
and 
B
 rnl^nl)(5nl ~ 610} ,.__. 
B2n " — — — 2 ~ — 5 — ' ( 1^) 
1 + 5nl " &10 
A 
where 6 n = —2— arid n i s an i n t e g e r l a r g e r t h a n 1 , n = 2 , 2 j . . . 
n l co v 
c 




n l s n l 10 
2— —g-
1 4- 6 . - o, ~ 
n=2 n l 10 
1 
(1 - o f , , ) 2 cos & -t + 6 , s i n A . t 
10 ' n l n l n l . (136) 
de d f 3 i 
The r ad i an frequency of V i s co and co = co-, + -rr " TT- * 
r 1 d t d t 
The i n t e g r a l of co With r e spec t to bine y i e l d s cot - co t -f 0 - co . 
The equat ion fo r the vo l t age v n r e tu rned from the feedback n e t -
work i s expressed as v - V cos wt. Examination of cos cot wi th the 
r r 
s u b s t i t u t i o n s for 9 and p.. g i v e s , 
m _ 
cos cot = cos < w t + ) 
^ n=2 
y • 1 
.2 „ 2 
r . 8 in A . t 
n l r.x 
rm(6m-5 io ) 
2 2 
1 + 5 , - 6* n l 10 
[1 . 6 1 0 ] cos A t + 6 s i n A ^ t 
(137) 
Equation (137) ^ y t e w r i t t e n , 
m 




x = r , n n l 1 -
(&nl - 5 1 0 ) 5 n l 





yn =: r n l 
<Bm - V ^ - 6io} 
2 2 
1 + 5 n l " B10 
(140) 
m 
For ( ) r ) « 1 and | § i n | < °»9 "this equat ion (1^8) for 
n=2 
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cos cot may be reduced as shown in Appendix B to 
m 
cos cot = cos co t + ) < ~ [cos(co + A 1 )t - cos (co -A J t ] l (1^1) 
n=2^ ^ 
+ I { £ [Sl^l + Anl}t + S - K " Anl } t]) ' 
n=2 ^ J 
The effect of the amplitude-limiting characteristic may be shown 
(Appendix B) to be 
ro 
- i + ( [ 
' 1 
rro N ,_ _2 v2 
. — ) r (1 - B1Q) ro 
1 -
X 10. nl n 
n=2 1 (l
j+2) 




+ ( T - ^ ) (1 - O ( ) fr " * \ n 5 ^ r iZ 1 C0S A 1*) 
v r ' x 10 v A_j L no 10 10 nl n j nl f 
n-2 
m 1 - r r 
( r ,
 r ° ) r 1 Q
5 iQ ( ) r . i z > A i sin A ^ t ) , 
ro nl n nl nl 
n=2 
whert 
6nl " &10 A - , , R2 R2 
z • __ _ and .0 • 1 + ft, - 5, A -n D n nl 10 
n 
( 1 ^ ) 
The product of equation (l4l) and (143) to obtain —- is accom-
o v r 
plished in Appendix B, giving as the . ind iv idua l terms of -rr- » 
o 
W 
V cos cat 
3 C J L 1 .{, + ^ «-.?/][• 10 (144) 
m r &. _r - (6 , 





COS Cd/t j 
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VsK> . m 
V s i n u^t = -
1 - r ro 
n=Z 
ro 
(b - - 8 i n ) r _ n l 10 n l 
D 
n 








+ riosio T Ih1""!*' n 
if/ n <W*nl-V (UL. + A . ) cos (UL -f A J t = i ( f r - H. -
cv 1 n l ' v 1 n l ' 2 1 n l L D 
'V„(WJ\ A- rL\ / 2 \ f 
n 9 (IMS) 
m-ac-s i o < no i l P n l " 5 l o " ) u / . A w F., J&, «r 
D 
n 
1 n l 





• * E ^rW^-^o) vvj. D :ra)-̂  + A n l ) t , 
V (w -A ) cos (to -A ) t 
cv 1 n l s 1 n l ' 
V . 
i{(.^.^^|C4-)-» 
1-r1 O w . JB vS , „ . ' r 1 0 B 1 0 r n l ( B n l ' B l C p 
+ {-z\— ) ( l - o J ( r 
ro 
10 ' s no D 
n } 
( c x - A ) t . 
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1 J . / ro•, 10 10 a l n l 10 n l , , / A \ . / A \ , ' -fa J , / J . U \ 1 U i U XIX I I X 1 U I i -L / n i _-v 
V (to.-A ) s m ( u ) n - A ) t = rr <+ (—i ) — s: ( 1^9 ) 
s x 1 n l 1 n l 2 } . r ' D \ ** 
-——i# k. r o n 
[" /nl^rV^V _ ^ _ _ n 
1 
2 ^ Xr , w 
i n ( U L - A J t . 
T ^ 7 fD v 1 nl 
The o u t p u t a m p l i t u d e a t t h e f r e q u e n c y u) i s t h e s q u a r e - r o o t of 
t h e sum of t h e s q u a r e s of t h e s i n e and c o s i n e t e r m s of f r e q u e n c y . The 
n o r m a l i z e d a m p l i t u d e of t h e c o s i n e component i s a p p r o x i m a t e l y o n e ; w h e r e a s , 
s i n c e t h e s q u a r e of t h e s i n e component w i l l be much l e s s t h a n o n e , i t s 
c o n t r i b u t i o n t o t h e o u t p u t a t OL may be n e g l e c t e d . The a m p l i t u d e of 
t h e c o s i n e t e r m f o r t h e m u l t i p l e s i g n a l s has a form s i m i l a r t o t h a t 
f o r t h e a m p l i t u d e f o r one d i s c r e t e i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l . The t e r m from 
e q u a t i o n (ikk), 
m 
r Vio^VV 
10 / , 2D 
n=2 
may be w r i t t e n a s 
WL 2 i \ 








I t can be shown t h a t w i t h p m «* 0*9
 a n - ( 7 r -, ) « 1/ the sec-
a-2 
ond term in the brackets is much less than 1. Therefore the amplitude of 
the cosine f-unction, which is also the output at frequency GO (neglecting 
the amplitude of sine component), is approximately the same with one or 
with more than one interfering signal applied. The other equations for 
the output interference are seen to be exactly the same as for the dis-
crete case with the amplitude of the cosine function unchanged. 
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m 
Therefore, with ( ) r ) « 1 the output due to multiple 
n=2 
discrete signals is as if each were independent of the other. The out-
put from each interfering signal may he found by considering its inter-
action with only the synchronizing signal. 
In the preceding analysis the dependence of the output amplitude 
on frequency was controlled, as far as the oscillator circuit elements 
were concerned, by the linear relation of the angle <j> to frequency. 
This analysis did not include the amplitude variation due to frequency 
sensitive elements of the circuit. Even without this frequency selec-
tivity the terms of importance are found to be the first order sideband 
terms. It is to be expected that in an analysis which included the fre-
quency selectivity the terms of interest will be the first order side-
bands. Therefore, in an analysis using the differential equation of the 
van der Pol type, which includes the frequency-sensitive elements, the 
preceding analysis may be used as a guide for determining the output 
terms. 
Multiple Signals Applied to an Oscillator Described 
by van der PolTs Equation 
The differential equation describing the behavior of an oscilla-
tor with a cubic nonlinearity and with multiple forcing functions is 
m 
v - av + 37vv
2 + u?v = ̂  Anu? sin {LO± + ARl)t , (150) 
n=l 
where the A ' s are related to the forcing functions, with constant n 0 7 
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I (co + A. ) 
current sources, as A = — ^ , and A _ = co - GO. . 
' n 2 ^ ' nl n 1 
U! C 
O 
The restrictions on the order of magnitudes of the different com-
ponents, if placed on the outputs, may require less restrictive conditions 
at the input because of the frequency selectivity of the circuit* It is 
possible for the interfering signal at the input to be larger than the 
synchronizing signal if it is relatively far from the free-running fre-
quency of the oscillator. However, one of the interests in developing 
the equations for the output is the effect of noise accompanying the sig-
nal where the signal-to-noise ratio is relatively large. Therefore, the 
input amplitudes at the interfering frequencies are assumed much smaller 
than the amplitude of the synchronizing signal. Because of frequency 
selectivity the ratio of synchronizing signal to interference on the out-
put will in most cases be larger than the corresponding ratio on the 
input. Since the nonlinearity is cubic the harmonic frequency generated 
will be of third order. Also there will be a number of frequencies gen-
erated due to intermodulation products. The third harmonic terms will 
suffer severe discrimination because of frequency selectivity and there-
fore may be neglected. Based on the preceding analysis and on experi-
mental observations, the frequencies in the output which will be of inter-
est are at co, , co, + A _ , and at co. - A . . However, the restrictions 
1' 1 nl 1 nl 
required to allow neglect of certain terms may be derived b;y considering 
the result of applying an assumed solution to a cubic nonlinearity. Since 
the extension of this method is to be applied to the case of noise, in 
the limit the number of signals must be allowed to approach infinity and 
the power spectrum is of interest. Therefore, for purposes of establishing 
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relative powers, the phase angles may be omitted. 
Assume a voltage v given as 
m 
" b f [ c o s W ] t + ^ r n f cos ( ^ - A i n ) t ] , 
n=l 
(151) 
wi th b t he maximum value of the vo l t age a t 10 s app l ied to a cubic 
non l inea r i t y . Than, v-3 becomes 
v5 = b2 
Hi 
-L 2 V 




I V C°S K" V*>2+ ( I rnf 
(152) 
+ 3 cos co t ( ; r f co 
n=l n» l 
cos t*^ - A l n )
t ) 3 • 
I f terms t h a t f a l l ou t s ide the pass-band a r e neg lec ted and terms 
of t he same frequency a r e c o l l e c t e d , 
•fi .-£ {«£••£ 4 ] 
^ *~ n=l J 
COS l i t (153) 
m _ m 
l V> V] + f 2J 2rnf + rnf + 2 < Z, }  I < »< V W * 
n ^ l U q=l 
q^n 
m 
+ 1 r ) cos ( ^ + A ^ t 
m 
J , V / 
n=l 
y i r " f ) cos ( ^ - 2 ^ 
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m - l m 
+ l l I vvC^K-VV* + c o s(vVV t 
n=l q=n+l 
+ cos (con - An - A . )t1 v 1 lq In J 
m-2 m-l m 
+ I I Z I rnfVrsf C=°s C'VVVV* 
n=l q=n+l s=q.+l 
+ cos (w_ - A_ - A., + A. ) t + cos ( «L - A_ - A , + A_ ) t" | . 
1 lq Is In v 1 I s In lq -J 
An account ing of t h e number of terms a t each frequency shows m 
terms for w, + A con - A , and cu_ - 2A .' ^ m(m - l ) terms for 
1 In' 1 in' 1 In' 2 v ' 
•z 
frequencies involving two deltas, and 4 m(n - l)(m - 2) terms involving 
three deltas. 
Now, on a power basis the power for each of the frequencies is as 
follows: 
^ : ̂  bf (1 + kw-lf + 4r^»2) , (154) 
i " Aln : 4 m 4 4 C2 + rn£'2 + ̂  4 [ 2 + r^> ^4> ' ^5) 
W l + Ata : J m b f 4 ' (156) 
- i - 2 A m : T § m b f 4 • <WT) 
-1 ± V * % : I m <m " X> bf 4 < ^ 8 ) 
ul * Aln * % * ^ s : 1 m (m " l ><» " 2) 4 4 (W) 
6h 
Since the output interference terms with relatively large input 
signal to interference ratio is proportional to the inputs it is possi-
ble to allow m to approach a very large value and to allow all r 's 
ni 
to become equal and very small, for noise representation, in such a way 
2 2 
that mr is proportional to the input noise voltage ratio (SN) » 
ni m 
2 l /£ 
Then, (m r ) ' can b e e q u a t e d t o i./k(SN).. r , w
T:.th t h e e x p e c t a t i o n t h a t 
i n a s y n c h r o n i z e d o s c i l l a t o r k > 1 . S u b s t i t u t i o n of (SN) . i n t o e q u a -
t i o n s (151+ - 159) y i e l d s , 
^ : i 4 (1 + -A-p- + T A - T ) = 4 4* (160) 
1 ^ f kc-(SN)T > . (SN)7 i b ' * 
i n x in 
2 
wi " A m : l l b f o X 0 (̂  i.+ g X g + ^
2 
1 l n 1 6 f k£-;sN) k^(sN)d n t 
s in v 'In 
*1 .+ -1 
k 2 (SN) 2 
^ l i U 
(161) 
h , 9 6 l 
' «* = f f TwT ' 
v ' m 
wi + A m : l l b f " ^ — T - 2 " ' ( 1 6 2 ) 
1 m ib 1 x-^mf 
2 
wi " 2 A m : 4 bf ~ ^ 2 " > C*3) 
1 m lb f ^ - ( S N ) 2 ^ 
^ ± A_ ± A. : S bf :1- • , (.1610 
1 in Iq TF 1 k 2 ( s ^ f 
x ' i n 
V ^ n ^ , ^ , ^ ^ <**> 
v ' i n 
The a p p r o x i m a t i o n s a r e b a s e d on (SN) . > 1 0 . 
Comparing t h e power a t to - A p l u s t h a t a t co-, + A t o t h e 
sum of powers a t (^ - 2 ^ , ^ ± A ^ ± A , and ^ i ^ A ^ ± A ^ ± A ^ 
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;ives for (SET). > 10 . 
, 6 , 6 c .2 
f , 9 , 9\ - ^ f / rif , 81 1 , n , 0 
kd(sNH b k H (a rn l b l j k (SCT). 
v ' in x ' m x i n 
• 9 , 1 ) 
'''^T^T ' 
s ' i n 
Under the restrictions imposed, terms contributing to the ampli-
tude at the fundamental frequency tiaat invclve product terms other than 
b and b may be neglected. At the frequency ux, - A, , amplitudes 
that involve the square of b or b and one of the interfering com-
ponents predominate. The assumed solution may be considered as a close 
approximation since terms generated that were not included in the assumed 
solution are negligibly small. 
Then the output solution is assumed and the constants in the 
assumed solution evaluated by a method similar to the principle of har-
monic balance. The assumed solution is 
m 
v = ) Jb0 _ sin (to. + A ,)t + b_ cos ( GJL. + A )t (167) 
/_, ) 2n-l v 1 IU. 2n x 1 nl 
n-1 
+ d n n sin (to, - A )t H- d̂  cos (&JL - A )t I . 2n-l v 1 nl' 2n 1 nl I 
In. order to make all terms have the same limits on the summation 
indices, d = dp = 0 and A], = 0. The amplitudes in equations (167) 
are assumed to be slowly varying which will allow testing of the stability 
of the equations. 
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The term in the differential equation due to the cubic nonlinearity 
causes generation of a large number of terms with an input as assumed. 
The process of solution is to substitute the assumed expression for v 
into the differential equation and to equate like functions of time. 
There will occur terms of different order of magnitude in this substitu-
tion and the solution will be greatly simplified if terms which may be 
neglected, are neglected as early in the development as possible. To help 
with this procedure the following assumptions are made: 
(a) The interfering frequencies are not far different from the 
free running frequency (co, 4- A .. « ca. ). 
(b) The amplitudes of the individual interference terms in, the 
output are much less than the amplitudes at the synchronizing frequency. 
(c) The components of the synchronizing signal in the output is 
of the same order amplitude as the free-running amplitude. 
(d) The variation of the amplitudes with time occurs relatively 
slowly. 
The substitution and solution for these equations are carried out 
in Appendix C and they are^ 
2 D 1 + 2AQ1 b2 - Obx (1 - Pl) = 0 , (168) 
2T52 - 2AQ1 h1 - Qb2 (1 - P l ) = -A-LCOQ , (169) 
2b„ , + 2[~2\ , - A . " I t . - 0b 0 . (1 - 2 p J + d0 np +dQ p = 0 (I70) 2 n - l L 01 n l j 2n 2 n - l ^ 1 ' 2 n - i K s 2nKm v 
2*2n " 2CA01 " ^ i j ^ n - l - ^ 1 " W + d 2n- l p m- d 2nP S " "
 A n V ( 1 7 1 ) 
2 d 2 n - l + 2CA01 + A n l ] d 2 n " ^ n - l ^ 1 " 2 ^ + b 2 n - l p s + * W m " °> ( 1 7 2 ) 
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and 
2dc - 2fA_. + A _~)d_ . - CM (1 - 2p - ) - b n p + b 0 _ p = 0 (173) 2n l- 01 n U 2 n - l 2n v K l 2 n s 2n-lhra N ' • " 
w h e r e , 
A 0 1 - u o " U l ' ( 1 7 ^ 
A -, = = CO • C O , , 
n l n 1 •' 
0 0 
b': + b ; 
1 2 




Jcl n 2 
b-, - b^ 
1 2 
P s " 2 a 
0 
2 b , D-
? 





n • 2 , 3 , *t> _, . . . , m . 
In the manner of van der P o l , t he ampli tudes of t he components are 
considered cons tant in t h e s teady s t a t e , thus a l l the d e r i v a t i v e s become 
equal to z e r o . 
Equations (168, 159) a r e independent of a l l ampli tudes except 
b and b and, t h e r e f o r e , may be solved f o r t he se two components, 
2A A to 




0(1 - Piivj, 
^01 + ^ " P/ 
(176) 
Squaring b and b , adding and dividing by a gives the 
normalized amplitude. An implicit equation for p is as follows: 
koQl px + p1 (1 - p2) = T± } (111) 
where 




The solution of the other amplitudes are more complicated than for 
b and bp. However, equations (ifO, 171, I72, 173) gives four independent 
equations in bn_ _, , b0v^, dQ^ , ar:.d d0 . The solution of each will 
2n-l' 2nf 2n-l- ^n 
involve amplitudes of b and b and constants of the oscillator. 
In determinant form the solution of b^ _, becomes 
2 n - l 
-A to n o 
2 n - l ' 
2CA01-AnJ Pm 
- a ( i - 2 p ) -p 
-L b 
2CA0!+ AnJ 
-P -a( i -2 p J 
b X 
m 
- a ( i - 2 P l ) 
-2[A01+ AnII 
- a ( l - 2 P l ) 2 [AorAn J pm ps 
- 2 [AoiA i ] - a ( i - 2 P l ) -P s pm 
ps Pm 
2LA0I+Anl] - a ( i - 2 P l ) 
pm "PS 
- « ( l - 2 P l ) -2[A01+AnJ 
(178) 
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Solutions of b„ . dL .. and d_ proceed from a determinant 
2n' 2n-i 2n 
such as (178)<. Combination of corresponding sine and cosine amplitudes 
to give the normalized squared amplitudes yield equations as follows; 
Honi +a J
2 + (1 - 2 p J 2 
where 




= F : n- , (180) nd "n I) 




d2n-i + d2n 
P ^ = o ~ ' 





n ~ " a^a s 
Q 
azid 
Dn " ̂ 4 + U - 2P ir1[M V
 + cnl ) 2 + ^ " 2Pl>2] 
+ p^ - 2of[)+a 0 n (o 0 1 + aQl) + (1 - 2 p / ] . 
The s t a b i l i t y of the solutions for b and b , the sine and 
cosine components of the synchronizing voltage in the output3 can be 
accomplished by the method of Andronov and Witt as presented in Minorsky's 
(10) book. The equations (168) and (169) £:<re in the form 
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bx = P(b]_, b2) , 
and 
bp = Q(b^ b0) , 
and may be taken as variable's in the phase plane. The condition for 
b- = bp = Q, corresponds to steady-state and the solution for b and 
b are as found in equations (175) a'3d. (176)- To determine the stabil-
ity of this point of operation the amplitudes are allowed to take on 
incremental variations about constant values, 
bl * b10 + S a n d b2 = b?0 + e ' ( l 8 2 ) 
where b and b n are the coordinates in the b-jb0 - plane of the 
s ing ula r po int. 
Replacement of b and b by these definitions In equations 
(152) and (153) yields, 
2(b1Q + I) - -2AQ1(b20 + €) + a(b10+^) 





r _ ^XQHJ +<b2o+en 2(b + e) « +2A01(1> + t ) + a ( b 2 0 + 6 ) 1 - — ^ 2 - ^ -A1a)o. (18)4) 
Since b and b p , a r e z e r o , the equat ions reduce to 
2 Q 
-bo n(2An 1 l i - _ i ± L (185) f i .
 b10 + b 2Ql 
2 0 ' 0 1 ' 10 
O 




2e = b 1 0 ( 2 A o l ) + a b 2 Q 
" • „ , . 
2 2 
b 10 + b 20 
• — — — • '• w — 
a ^ 
A. w 1 o (186) 
+ (2A 
2 Q \ 0 b 2 0 
01 
)£ + Cte 1 [• 
b 10 • b 20 + ^ 
——. 
2 2 2 
where terms involving t> 3 e f . „ . and ^e , £e , . .« a.re n e g l e c t e d . 
The terms involving only b and b are zero by equations (168) and 
10 20 
( l£9) wi th b and b z e r o . The equat ions for t, and e then 
become 
2 3 




2e - a(i - P l - - § ° )




The na tu re of the singula,!1 po in t i s determined by t h e roo t s of the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c equat ion determined from 
a 
2b 
(1 - P 
10 
) - .A a • :~ P 
0 1 2 HVL 
(A01 - I pm} a,. 




= 0 , 189) 




- 2Gf(l - 2 P l ) + jr- ( 1 - p ) ( 1 - 3p ) + A = 0 (190) 
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New for the system tc be stable the roots of equation (loo) must 
have negative real parts» This process may be accomplished by examining 
the last term in equation (190), which is the sum of the roots to deter-
mine necessary conditions that it not give a saddle point region* If the 
roots are real ¥ith opposite sign then a saddle point regj.cn results „ A 
necessary condition then for the singular point not to be a saddle point 
is 
(I - Px)(l - 3px) + ko
2
Q12 0 0 (191) 
With the condition expressed by equation (191-) imposed then for 
the roots to have negative real parts the condition 
.ga(i - 2pL) £ 0 , (192) 
must be met* The regions imposed by these equations are indicated In 
Figure 16« 
Since the interfering signals are limited to small perturbations 
about the synchronizing voltage output, in this analysis, the solutions 
for these components can be expected to yield, stable operation of the 
oscillator except when the synchronizing voltage is near the borderline 
between stable and unstable regions. The effect of the interference is 
to enlarge, slightly, the area of unstable operation. 
Under the assumed conditions equations (179) sad (l80) are inde-
pendent of all inputs except those at the synchronizing frequency and 
the input at frequency ui T A « For each input interfering term there 
exists an output at the frequency of the input w + A and at UL - A 
as shown in Figure 17-
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~o.6 -o.i+ 
Figure 16. Response Curves of an O s c i l l a t o r Showing 
Regions of I n s t a b i l i t y , , 
The r a t i o of the sauared ampli tude a t cun f A , t o t he squared 
1 n l 
ampli tude of i t s image about Uk i s by equat ions (179) a n ( i (180) 
Pnb M*01 + V l ) 2 + ^ " 2 P l ) 2 
(193) 
nd 
The effect of am and p on this ratio is shown in Figure 18. 
Note that for a given synchronizing signal output, the curves 
showing the ratio of p /p , are shifted on the frequency axis without 
change of shape when the location of the synchronizing frequency is changed 
Jh 
,JnI 
Figure 17. Spectrum in the Output with Two Interference 
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-2,0 -1.0 1.0 2.0 
Figure 18. Rat io of Amplitude of I n t e r f e r i n g Term in the 
Owtput a t u,4A to the Amplitude a t £4,+A ,• 
[J 
However, the magnitudes of oach component dees change with synchronizing 
frequency,, If the discrimination is defined as the ratio of the gain at 
the synchronizing frequency to the gain at ca. + A , j curves such as 
shown in Figure 19 are obtained, 10 get an idea of the relative magni-
tu&es of synchronizing signal to the generated sideband term this term 
is treated as if it were a di: eel result of the interfering input. The 








c. IT, 1 
(P / 
I1(J. 
The curves in Figure 19 show the effect of the synchronizing sig-
nal output and synchronizing signal frequency on the interference and 
image frequency terms. As the magnitude of p. is increased the discrim-
ination for given condi.li.ons decreased, reflecting an increased limiting 
effect due to the nonlinearity with increase in amplitude. 
The variation with interference amplitude at the location of the 
synchronizing frequency is varied as shown in Figure 20. These curves 
are with constant input of the synchronizing signal. 
Consideration of Hoise Accompanying the Synchronizing Frequency 
When a sinusoidal signal accompanied by noise is applied to a non-
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a0n 
Figure 19. Discrimination for Several Values of 
Cr and p. as aQn Is Varied. 
linear device, the output power spectral density will contain terms due 
to products of the signal; due to products of the signal and noise com-
ponents; and due to products of noise components. Expressed symbolically 
G(u) = G (to) + G (u)) + 8 (u>) , 
sxs XQ nxn 
(195) 
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negative values of a 
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ff01 
Figure 20» Variation of Interfering Amplitudes 
with a10» Input at f. Constant* 
Under the action of a synchronizing signal, a,n oscillator acts 
as a narrow-band f i l te r about the oscillator frequency* The bandwidtb 
of this filtering action is approximately ~ where Q is the quality 
factor of the oscillator considering the regeneration, and (u is the 
frequency of oscillation. Therefore, terms of equation (195) which fa l l 
outside this narrow-band need not be considered, for example, a l l except 
one of the terms from G (u>) will be out of the pass-band. Therefore, 
SXu 
with white noise, whose frequency spectrum includ.es the narrow-band of 
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t he o s c i l l a t o r , may be considered t o be narrow-band no i se centered 
about the synchronizing s i g n a l as p i c tu r ed in Figure 2 1 . 
I t has been shown. (12) t h a t a continuous power-dens i ty spectrum 
of no i se may be approximated by d i s c r e t e s inuso ids y i e l d i n g the same 
t o t a l power. Figure 22 a^ b i l l u s t r a t e s t h i s approximation and i n d i -
ca tes the power spectrum wi th a l l the power shewn on the p o s i t i v e f r e -
quency axis» 
The power contained in an incrementa l frequency band df i s the 
same in the approximation as in the a c t u a l spectrum. The i m p l i c i t assump-
t i o n here i s t h a t t he no i s e in any band, df i s independent of a l l n o i s e 
components in o the r bands. Each d i s c r e t e s i g n a l may then be expressed as 
v = ¥ cos ( •*, + A. , } t . (196) 
n n 1 n l ' 
The value of V i s n v
2 
V2 
# * TL df , (197) 
n 
where TJ i s the no i se power s p e c t r a l d e n s i t y in w a t t s / c p s . 
With the a d d i t i o n of a s i n u s o i d a l synchronis ing s i g n a l t he t o t a l 
e f f e c t s of s i g n a l and no i se on the Input becomes, 
A 
v = V cos a t + ) V cos (to, + A . ) t . (198) 
1 1 / » n .1 n l 
n=2 
m —*OT 
In preceding sections of this chapter it has been shown that the 
main contribution in the output of a synchronized oscillator, subjected 
to interfering signals, occurred at the frequency of the interfering signal 
B(wfWj ) 






- (J, CO, 
Figure 21. Representation of the Approximate Input to 
an Oscillator) Sine Wave Plus Noise. 
Watts 
(a) ft) 
Figure 22„ Noise Power Spectrum, (a) Power-density Spectrum, 
(b) Discrete Signal Approximation. 
and at the image of this frequency about the synchronizing frequency. 
With continuous spectrum centered about the synchronization signal 
frequency the analysis based on discrete signals predicts an overlapping 
of amplitudes. These amplitudes in noise consideration are taken as 
independent and must be combined on a mean square basis to obtain power, 
Figure 23 shows the variation of amplitude with A at con + A the 
0 -̂  r no 1 nl 
input interfering frequency and at co - A the image about ux of 
1 nl 
Voltage 
Figure 23. Variation of Amplitude at OJ. + A and at 
1 nl UL - A . with A 
1 nl no Input Constant. 
To demonstrate the overlapping that occurs in the continuous spec-
trum consider Figure 24. The series of diagrams show the result when two 
signals representing noise are spaced equally in frequency about the syn-
chronizing frequency w ; one signal higher and one lower than GO . Fig-
ure 24 c, d show the input-output relation when the input signal is Â  
above OJ . The input-output with both the signals in 24 a, c applied is 
shown in 24 e, f. The addition in Figure 24 f is on a mean-square basis 
since the inputs are representations of narrow-band noise. 
Now from Figure 23 i t is possible to formalize the relation between 
the discrete signal approximation and the actual noise power spectrum as 
2 2 
A A 
~ = n df and J^ = TI df , 





















21 ^ : 21 
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<*> " i ^ " " ^ ^ ^ 
(e) ( f ) 
Figure 24. Effects on the Output of Interfering Signals Representing 
Noise Squally Spaced Aoout the Synchronizing Frequency. 
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where A i s the maximum ampli tude of cne of t h e d i s c r e t e i n t e r f e r i n g 
n 
terms and r\ i s the no i s e s p e c t r a l d e n s i t y a t t h e same frequency as 
A . 
n 
From the p rev ious ly determined r e l a t i o n s t h a t give curves such 
as graphed, in Figure 2/5 it. i s pos s ib l e t o express 
1 
[ 4 - 1 * b2nl" = *<V V \l> An > ^ 
and. 
I 
IfL-i+ d l j 2 ^ , ( v v V A*' (201) 
where A is the input at a frequency w. - A . , that is, equally hut 
m 1 . . * 
oppositely spaced about f from the frequency with amplitude A . The 
magnitudes d̂  and. d.̂  result fi'om A but are located at &L + A , , 
2m-, 2m m 1 n l 
I'he mean sguared ampli tude in t h e output a t &, + A - may be 
- .1. n.i 
found as 
2 2 2 2 [* ( A i ' f 1' Anl K"f 
4-! + 4 + d 2 n - l + 4 " -~ 2 ^ <20e> 
IJ^vWd 
Equation (202.) g ives the power in the reg ion df cf t he output and wi th 
t h i s r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of no i se gives 
A2 , A2 
(K df ) f = [+ (Ax , t , A n l ) ]
2 J?: + [* ' (A, , t , A u [ |




(No df)f = [> (A , f , A r l)]
2 TJ df 4- [ V ^ , f^ A n l 3
2 T)m df. (204) 
n 
Then from equation (204) it can be seen that given the input 
noise spectral density, the output noise spectral density may be found 
from a knowledge of the relation between the discrete inputs and the 
discrete output interfering signals» In the developments concerned 
with multiple signals it was shown; under the assumptions made, that the 
output due to any interfering input was determined by that input, and the 
synchronizing frequency input. Therefore, to obtain the functional rela-
tions of equation (204) it is only necessary to consider one interfering 
signal- Experimentally this relation can be obtained by one signal source 
of variable frequency for the interfering term* 
To obtain the total noise power in the output, integration of equa-
tion (204) is required., Graphical means may be used for this integration 




The object of the experimental work is to observe 'the effect en 
the output by discrete Interfering signals and by noises 3Vo oscillator 
types are used* One of the oscillators meets the requirements imposed 
by the analysis of Chapter IV and the other satisfies the cubic non-lin-
earity requirement of the differential equation of the Aran der Pol type* 
Tests on an Oscillator that Satisfies Adler's Conditions 
The conditions set forth in the derivation of the equations in 
Chapter IV were 
(a) phase-shift approximately a linear function of frequency, 
(b) V « V j synchronizing signal much less than the free-running 
amplitude, 
(c) the response of the circuit more rapid than the difference in 
synchronizing and oscillator frequency,, 
(&) negligible change in amplitudes of the oscillator due to 
addition of the synchronizing voltagee 
Condition (b) may also satisfy (d), however (d) implies a fa.irly sharp 
limiting characteristic of the oscillator. 
She oscillator used is basically a tuned piat;e oscillator. To con-
,.roi the limiting characteristic a double Zener diode was added in the 
plate, circuit of the 6-SHY* The slope of the amplitude characteristic was 
controlled by the variable resistance in. series with the double Zener 
diod.e0 For r
! i 0*9 this resistance was 2000 ohmsu The cathode follower 
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is for isolation and a low impedance measuring point. In order to avoid 
slow bias adjustments, fixed bias was used on both the grids. The fre-
quency of operation was approximately 10 kilocycles. 








From equat ion (9) the bandwidth of synchron iza t ion i s 
, + h 
GO = CD _ CO. = ; + — , 
c o 1 K v 
If this curve of co versus V yields a linear relation symmetrically 
placed about co , the oscillator phase shift may be assumed linear in 
the operating range. A curve showing this relation is included as Figure 
26. 
The open-loop amplitude limiting characteristic was measured by 
breaking the circuit at the input to r.he amplifier-limiter triode and 
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Figure 26. Synchronization Bandwidth as a Function 
of Synchronizing Voltage. 
measuring the output at the cathode of the cathode follower. The slope 
of the limiting characteristic in the operating range can be controlled 
by the resistance in series with the Sener diode. A typical curve for 
the open loop characteristic is shown in Figure 27. 
The synchronizing signal and the Interfering signals were applied 
in series with the grid circuit through the use of a transformer. The 
100K resistors were used between the input terminals and the primary of 
the transformer to prevent interaction of the signal generators. To mea-
sure frequencies a Berkley EPUT meter was used. The inputs and outputs 
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were measured wi th a GR 2J6A Wave Analyzer . The r e s u l t i n g inpu t -ou tpu t 
da ta with r l equal t o 0.9 and for t h r e e l o c a t i o n s of t he synchronizing 
frequency r e l a t i v e to t he f ree - running frequency a r e included in Figure 











1.0 2 .0 , 3 .0 , haO 5«o 
V. ( v o l t s ) 
in% 
Figure 27 . Open-loop Amplitude C h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
The da ta showing the e f f ec t of the s lope of t h e open-loop ampl i -
tude c h a r a c t e r i s t i c on t h e r a t i o of t he amplitude a t to. + Ap-. t o the 
ampli tude a t UL - A i s included wi th t h e c a l c u l a t e d curves in Figure 
29» The s idebands , r e s u l t i n g from t h e i n t e r f e r i n g input s i g n a l , a t 
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Figure 28. Variation of Discrimination with 5 ? 0 for 
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10 
gure 29. Ratio of the Amplitude at ox. + ZV,., to the 
Amplitude at Ul ' A21 
6_ is Varied. 
10 
limiting characteristic decreases. If r* were equal to unity, then, 
the sidebands would be equal in magnitude. The variation in these curves 
for different values of SL. is very slight, therefore, these curves are 
representative for all values of 601. 
The variation of the amplitudes of the two interference terms in 
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Figure JO. Normalized Voltage Amplitudes of the I n t e r f e r e n c e 
in the Output as b V a r i e s . 
r e spec t t o t he f ree - runn ing vo l tage ampli tude of t h e osc i l la tor . . . The 
value of t h i s f ree - running vo l tage ampli tude $ in t h i s c i r c u i t , was 
approximate ly 4 . 0 v o l t s . The synchronizing; vo l t age input was one - t en th 
the f ree- running vo l t age and the i n t e r f e r e n c e vo l tage was one - twen t i e th 
the synchronizing v o l t a g e . 
To exper imenta l ly observe t he i npu t /ou tpu t no i se s p e c t r a l d e n s i t y 
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ratio, the GR Wave Analyzer was used* This wave analyzer has an effec-
tive noise bandwidth of 4.0 cps. However, the magnitude of the noise 
bandwidth was not important to the measurement^ The fact that the band-
width was constant in the band of frequencies used for the measurements 
made this instrument serve the noise measurement requirements By timing 
the wave analyzer to maximum indication on the output meter with a voltage 
from an audio oscillator applied, the center frequency of the 4.0 cps 
bandwidth of the wave analyzer could be established. The frequency of 
the audio oscillator was determined by use of the EPUT meter. The noise 
generator used in the tests was a GR 1390-B* For -;;he tests on this 
oscillator the input noise in the 4.0 cps band of iche wave analyzer was 
set to give five millivolts ruis. The noise generator was used on the 20 
kilocycle range. Measurements were made on the input and the output for 
each frequency setting. The average reading of the output meter of the 
wave analyzer was recorded as the rms noise voltage for a 4.0 cps band-
width. The ratio of the input-output data for the noise is compared to 
the predicted ratio as calculated from the input/output data for discrete 
signals in Figure ̂ 1. 
Results from van der Pol Type Oscillator 
To obtain experimental results to verify the analysis based on 
van der PolTs equation an oscillator with a schematic diagram as shown 
in Figure 32 was used. 
The transistor used in this circuit was a 2NIO38 p-n-p alloy-
junction germanium medium power transistor. 
In order to insure linear opera.tion of the transistor, the bias 
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Figure Jl. Comparison of the Input Output Noise Ratio 









Figure 32. Schematic Diagram of Grounded-base Tuned 
Collector Transistor Oscillator. 
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oscillation was limited to a small amplitude. The free-running amplitude 
of oscillation was approximately 0.4 volts. The cubic nonlinearity desired 
was obtained by adding a diode circuit in parallel with the oscillator 
resonant circuit. This circuit consisted of two IN^6l semi-conductor 
diodes back-to-back. This arrangement eliminated the even power terms 
in the power series expansion of the total current to the diodes. The 
magnitude of the series resistance in the diode circuit could theoreti-
cally, at least, be determined to eliminate the fifth power in the series 
expansion of the total current to the diodes. However, it was found that 
experimental adjustment of this resistance to give results comparable to 
the calculated values of output voltage variation with synchronizing fre-
quency did not agree with the calculated value to eliminate the fifth power 
term. The values of PL_, and R_ were adjusted experimentally to make 
the operation of the oscillator agree closely with the calculated response 
curve. One of the calculated response curves was chosen to check the 
oscillator performance. This response curve specified the value of F,• 
The magnitude of p , determined from F., , was obtained by adjustment 
of the amplitude of the synchronizing signal.. Then, R was varied to 
make the value of F, calculated from the circuit components agree with 
the value of F, for the response curve. The series emitter resistance 
was adjusted to make the frequency at the po Lit of instability agree with 
the calculated value. Since the adjustments of EL and R^ were inter-
acting, readjustments continued until the oscillator performance agreed 
with the calculated performance.. The equations used to check the per-
formance of the oscillator were as follows: 
9h 
co2A I RR V R y 
F l = Oa— =* T~W^1 = I (100k.) ' ( 2 ° 5 ) 
o o o o 
and 
to -co (uk-co )CRR 
°10 = ^ = - R ^ ^ ( V T , ^ ' ( 2 0 6 ) 
o 
where R i s t he r e s i s t a n c e of t he o s c i l l a t o r resonant c i r c u i t while in 
a f ree - runn ing cond i t i on : R i s the value of t he r e s i s t a n c e ac ross the 
resonant c i r c u i t t h a t w i l l s top f ree - runn ing o s c i l l a t i o n s j (X i s t he 
emi t t e r to c o l l e c t o r cu r ren t gajji of the t r a n s i s t o r , taken as one in t h i s 
c i r c u i t ; and R i s the equ iva len t of RR / R - R . The exper imenta l p ro -
cedure to determine a was t o p a r a l l e l the resonant c i r c u i t by a v a r i a b l e 
r e s i s t a n c e R and lower i t s value u n t i l o s c i l l a t i o n s ceased, t h e n , 1/R v ' ' v 
can be shown t o equal etc. The i m p l i c i t assumption i s t h a t (X does not 
change wi th ampli tude of o s c i l l a t i o n . The exper imenta l and c a l c u l a t e d 
response curve for t h i s o s c i l l a t o r i s shown in Figure 3 3 . 
The d i s c r i m i n a t i o n a g a i n s t an .-interfering s i g n a l as t h e frequency 
of the j j i t e r fe rence is va r i ed i s shown in Figure 3k. This graph inc ludes 
the i n t e r f e r e n c e output a t the frequency co, -1- A a s we l l as the f r e -
quency GO - A . The e f f ec t of t he Location of the synchronizing f r e -
quency r e l a t i v e t o the f ree - runn ing frequency i s a l s o shown. 
The no i se measurements were made in t h e same manner as for the 
c i r c u i t in Figure 2 5 . The r e s u l t s of t he se measurements a r e d i sp layed 
in Figures 35 and 36. Each of t he se f i gu re s show the comparison of the 
no i se measurements to t he p red ic ted i npu t /ou tpu t no i se s p e c t r a l d e n s i t y 
r a t i o from d i s c r e t e s i g n a l measured v a l u e s . 
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Calculated and Measured Values for the Response 
Curve of the Test Oscillator. 
The bandwidth of synchronization for the transistor oscillator was 
wider than that of the vacuum-tube oscillator for the range of p used. 
This wider bandwidth of synchronization allowed advantageous use of a 
Singer-Metrics Panalyzor Model SB-12b. The Panalyzor gives a visual dis-
play of the spectrum. Since this model of the Panalyzor was intended for 
use at higher frequencies than the 10 kc. frequency of the test oscillator, 
the output from the oscillator was used to amplitude modulate a signal 
of approximately k-QO kc. from a Measurements Corp. 65-B Standard Signal 
Generator. One of the sidebands resulting from this modulation was exam-
ined on the Panalyzor, since it contained the output information of the 
test oscillator. The resulting photographs are shewn in Figure 37. Fig-
ure 37 a, b are multiple exposure pictures showing the output at ux. + A 
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/"id*0*5 
Discr imina t ion in Db. / _ _n 
/ /°10 _ 0 
a10=0.5 
Points marked are 
experimental 
— - — Interference 
at to, + £kn' 
— - — - Interfe renc e 
at to, - Ap-, • 
•2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 1.0 1.5 2.5 
a2:o 
Figure 3 ^ . Disc r imina t ion Against I n t e r f e r e n c e a t 
^ + A and a t • co - A . 
and co. - A^ as the frequency of the input interference is varied 
Figure 37a i s for a = -0 .5 wi th a l i n e a r s c a l e on the v e r t i c a l a x i s . 
The l a r g e r ampli tudes a r e a t ^ + A_ . Figure 37b i s wi th 0 = 0 and 
t h e v e r t i c a l s c a l e i s in d e c i b e l s . The i n t e r f e r e n c e in t h e output a t 
^ + A i s on the high-frequency s ide of t he synchroniz ing s i g n a l and 
the output a t cu - A on the low frequency s i d e . Figure 37c , d shows 
the independence of t h e ampli tude a t one i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l when a second 
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_r Output/Input Ratio 
X Noise Measurements ^ 
• Discrete Signal Measurements 
0.90 0.92 0.94 O.96 O.98 1.0 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 
f/t 
0 
Figure 35. Input/Output Noise Spectral Density Ratio Compared 
to the Predicted Value from Discrete Signal 
Measurement. Synchronizing Frequency Equal 
to Free-running Frequency. 
t 
Output/input Voltage Ratio 
< 
•Discrete Signal Measurements 
XNoise Measurement 
0.9 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.: 1.0 f 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.1 
Figure 36. Input/Output Noise Spectral Density Ratio 
Compared to the Predicted Value from 
Discrete Signal Measurement. 
interfering signal is added. The only change from c to d was the 
addition of the second interfering signal on the input. 
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Figure 37e, f show the effect of the location of the synchronizing sig-
nal on the output noise spectrum., Figure $Je is with a log scale on 
the vertical axis. The markers are at ±800 cps: pn = 2.0: a = O.38 
1 o 
volts(rms)j and a-. n = 0. Figure yjf has a linear vertical scale; the 
marker cs are at ±1 kc. about f -, j p, = 1«5; a ( - O.38 volts(rms); and 
"10 - - 1 - 0 ' 
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aQ1 = 1.0, p1 = 1.5, linear scale g _ = 0, p =2.0, log scale 
(a) (b) 











I » til. 
M u§ ... 
9 W:L(j 
»dJ ''fw'ty; 
^ P - i - ^ ^ l 
'01 
= 0, p., = 2.0, log scale 
(e) 
an1 = 1.0, p = 1.5> linear scale 
(f) 
Figure 37. Photographs of Effects on the Output 
Produced by Interference and Noise. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation of the influence of noise and interference on. 
the output of a synchronized oscillator includes a development of equa-
tions for the determination of the output Interference when one discrete 
interfering signal Is externally applied to th•• oscillator along with the 
synchronizing signal, a consideration of the effect on the output when 
multiple discrete interfering signals accompany the syiachronizing signal, 
an application of the results obtained with multiple input interfering 
signals to the determination of the noise voltage spectral density in the 
output with noise applied to the input along with the synchronizing sig-
nal, and experimental verification of the theory developed,, 
The determination of the output effects of one discrete interfering 
frequency is based on Adler's equation* Adder's equation,, — ~ (ô -co ) 
-w sin P , is a nonlinear differential equation Involving the phase angle 
(3 between the synchronizing signal and the voltage returned to the In-
put from the feedback network; the free-running frequency co of the 
oscillatory the synchronizing signal frequency t*k j and one-half the band-
width of synchronization GO •> The nonlinear amplitude characteristic of 
«/ c L 
the active device does not explicitly appear in the differential equation, 
however, the Imposed conditions require operation in a region of relatively 
severe amplitude limiting » The effect of the frequency sensitive elements 
is reflected .in an associated phase shift but not in a variation of ampli-
tude. The solution to Adler's equation will yield an equation for p 
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wh lich approaches a constant value in the limit if y > co, - co or i! 
C -L O 
pe r iod i c funct ion of t ime when, co < ai, - GO ° I f an i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l 
c 1 o 
i s app l ied along wi th t h e synchronizing s i g n a l and the o s c i l l a t o r i s syn-
chronized^ the phase angle 3 w i l l c o n s i s t cf a cons tant magnitude (3 
and a t ime-varying component 3 , The t ime-vary ing component ,6n r e s u l t s 
in a frequeiicy-moduiatio' ' , effect; which i s r e f l e c t e d in the ins t an taneous 
frequency and an ampli tude-modulat ion e f f ec t r e s u l t i n g from the dependence 
of t he vo l t age re tu rned from t h e feedback network on |3 • The ampli tude 
modulation r e s u l t i n g i s a l so a funct ion of t h e .ampl i tude- l imi t ing char -
a c t e r i s t i c o 
An e l e c t r i c c i r c u i t ana]ogo us to the equat ion for 8n i s shown 
in .Figure 38* 
1 
2 A2 -£ 
2lL5eAo] C0SA12^ 
1 
2 - ,2 
K -4(3 
^i"Vr2i c o s ^i* 1 henry 
K l 
Figure 3 8 . E] . ec t r i ca l Circuit . Analog Sa t i s fy ing 
t h e Eg.nation for f3 , 
1 
When the synchroniz ing vo l tage i s equal t o one-ha l f t h e bandwidth of 
synchron iza t ion , £v - =* w , then t h e r e s i s t a n c e s in Figure ^8 become 
' 10 c 
zero and p. 
component 
( A 21 - A i 0 ) r 2 1 S±a V j 1 
^21 
reduces t o zero» 
For A = A , t he t ime-varying 
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The ins tan taneous phase of the re turned vo l tage La the sum of t he 
angle Pn between the e f f e c t i v e synchronizing vo l tage and the re tu rned 
vo l t age j t he angle 9 between the: synchronizing s i g n a l and. the. i n t e r f e r -
ing s i g n a l , and cj.t the Ins tantaneous angle of t h e synchronizing v o l t -
age o This ins tan taneous phase angle y i e l d s an e f f e c t i v e narrow-band 
frequency-modul.ation spectrum- Also the angle [3. , along wi th the 
ampli tude-] .emiting c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , determines t h e ampli tude v a r i a t i o n 
of the re turned v o l t a g e . The combination of these two types of modula-
t i o n r e s u l t i n g from the i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l y i e l d s the ampli tude of the 
i n t e r f e r e n c e in t he ou tpu t . Binne A d l e r ' s equat ion r e q u i r e s r a t h e r sharp 
ampli tude l i m i t i n g , the main c o n t r i b u t i o n to the i n t e r f e r e n c e ampli tude 
i s from, the freeuency-modulat ion ef fec t* 
This development based on A d l e r ' s equat ion p laces in evidence the 
e f f e c t s r e s u l t i n g from one d i s c r e t e i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l e x t e r n a l l y applied. 
along wi th the synchronizing s i g n a l . The conclus ions t o be d.rawn from t h i s 
a n a l y s i s a r e : 
( l ) The p e r t u r b a t i o n in the ins tan taneous phase from an i n t e r f e r -
ing s i g n a l r e s u l t s in a combination of frequency and. ampli tude .moduJ.ation. 
(2.) A synchronized o s c i l l a t o r provides d i s c r i m i n a t i o n -against an 
i u t e r f e i i n g s i g n a l even without c o n s i d e r a t i o n of ampli tude a t t e n u a t i o n 
from the frequency sens i t ive : e l ements . 
(3) The d i s c r i m i n a t i o n a g a i n s t i n t e r f e r i n g s i g n a l s i s a minimum 
a t t he frequency of t h e synchronizing s i g n a l , In an a n a l y s i s tha t i n -
cluded the frequency s e l e c t i v i t y the minimum d i s c r i m i n a t i o n would be 
sh i f t ed toward, the f ree- running frequency. 
(k) The d i s c r i m i n a t i o n wi th the synchronizing equal to t he f r e e -
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running frequency approaches 6 d'b with the interfering signal frequency 
very near the synchronizing frequency. 
(5) Under conditions of sharp amplitude limiting and without 
inclusion of the attenuation resulting from frequency selectivity^ the 
generated interference term at UL - A is approximately equal to the 
interference at the input interfering frequency u + /I „ 
(6) With the synchronising frequency near the edge of the syn-
chronisation bandwidth and Â .. small, the iriuerference may experience 
gain instead of discrimination.. 
The development based on Adier's equation was applied to the con-
dition of BEtiltiple discrete Input signals* Also, the solution to the dif-
ferential equation of an oscillator with cubic nonlinearity was found for 
the case of multiple discrete input interfering signals. In both approaches 
m \ 2 
with ( ) r 1 « 1, where r ., Is the ratio of the input jLrberf ering 
voltage ? to the input synchronizing voltage V,s it was found that 
the interfering amplitudes in. the output of importance resulted from the 
intermodulation between the input interfering signals and the synchronising 
s ignalo 
An approximate method <> based on the conclusions reached with mul-
tiple interfering signals^ was determined to find the noise voltage spec-
tral density in the output of a synchz-onized oscillator* This method is 
based on the approximation of a narrow-band noise spectrum by a continuous 
frequency band of independent discrete signals which yields the same 
noise power in a small frequency increment as the input noise spectrum* 
The consideration of the input noise as narrow-band is Justified because 
io4 
of the response of the oscillator which is effectively a narrow-band 
deviceo From the conclusions reached with, multiple discrete interfering 
signals on the inputi the output noise voltage spectral density can be 
predicted from the equations developed for one discrete interfering 
signal, 
If the Input to a synchronised oscillator consists of a continu-
ous spectrum of discrete sinusoidal signals centered about the syn-
chronising frequency,, then there wi.ll exist a pair of input signals 
equally spaced above and. below the sync hi" on I. sing' frequency, for example 
one at UL - A . and one at o.i, + A - « Since each input intercf ©ring 
1 i i X 1 . i l l 
signal generates an interfering signal^ resulting from the intermodula-
tion with the synchronising signal, the total voltage at any frequency 
(w.. = A _ ) will be the square-root of the sum of the squares of the 
1 nl * 
voltage resulting from the Input .interference at that frequency (w - A ) 
and the voltage caused by bhe intermodulation from an input frequency 
(w. + A -, ) equally spaced on the opposite side of co « This form of 
addition of the voltage results because of the noise representation l>y 
discrete signals„ Therefore, the output noise voltage spectral density 
may be predicted from the equations derived for a discrete signal inter-
ference or by experimentally determining the input output functional rela-
tion* 
The experimental resulus verified with good agreement the predic-
tions from calculations« 
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.APPENDIX A 
From equat ions (103, 110) 
v f 1-r ' 
ro 
1 
,, ,2 1 ^o^i6]^1-6^^,,-^) 





2 ,2 r 1 0 & 1 0 r 2 1 ( 5 2 1 - S 1 0 * - 6 I o ) 
cos A t 
r i 0 5 1 0 r 2 1 ( 6 2 l " 5 1 0 ) 5 2 1 
D. a in A t v C0H w t 
I [cos ( ^ - A21)1 t - cos O x + A ? 1 ) t ] + I [ s i n ( ^ + A 2 1 ) t 
+ SHJI (w1 - A g l ) t ] L 
To simplify the solution of this equation (Al) make the following 
replacements: 
1 
•f, R2 , £
 r 2 0 r 2 1 & 1 0 ^ " 5 1 0 ) 2 ( 5 2 r








 r . 1 0 & 1 0 r 2 1 ( 5 2 l " b 1 0 ^ 1 - 6 1 0 ) 2 




r 1 0 5 1 0 r 2 1 ( & 2 1 ~ & 10 ) 6 21 
Then> (Al) becomes 
io6 
~ ml 1 + X[Y + Z cos A 2 1 t - W s in ^2±t] >< cos t ^ t (A3) 
- I [ cos (w 1 -A 2 1 ) t - co&(u)1+A21)t] + I [ s i n ^ + A ^ t 
+ sln ( ^ - ^ J t j j . 
Mult ip ly ing gives 
v 
- E « (1 + XT) cos w-t {Ah) 
0 
+ XZ cos co.,t cos A^, t 
- WX CO3 U t Sill A ^ t 
- (1 +. XT) | - [ c o s ( ^ - A 2 1 ) t - cos (uxL + A 2 1 ) t ] 
+ (1 + XY) I [ s i n (W] + A 2 1 ) t + s in ( ^ - A ^ J t ] 
- XZ *• [ c o s A n . t ccs (co 1«An l ) t - cos A_ t cos (a.L+A0 ) t] 
•j- WX *• [ s i n AQ.,t cos (w -An }t - s in A_ t cos (co+A ) t ] 
+ XZ I [ cos A?/Lt s in (a^+A^ ) t + cos A ^ t s i n ( t ^ - A ^ t ] 
- WX | [ s i n Ap.,t s in (c^+A^. ) t + s i n ^ t s in ( o ^ - A ^ t ] , 
Expanding and c o l l e c t i n g terras y i e l d s , 
v 
Y~ = (1 + XY) cos a^t + i (WXx - XZy) s i n a^t (A5) 
o 
+ i (XZ + x ( l + XY)) cos (w 1+A 2 l ) t + |(XZ-x(l+XY)) cos( c ^ - A ^ t 
+ I (-WX + y(l+XY)) s in (co1+A2i)t + | (WX+y(l+XY)) s in ( c ^ - A ^ t 
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+ J~(XZx + WXy) [COB ( ^ + 2 A 2 1 ) t - cos(W;L - S A ^ t ] 
+ ^(-WXx + X Z y j Q s i n ^ + 2 A g l ) t + s i n ^ - 2A 2 1 ) t ] . 
S u b s t i t u t i o n s for the symbols X, Y, Z, W y i e l d s equat ions (111-121) . 
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APPENDIX B 
Equation (I38) may "be expanded to 
m - . , - m r~ "If" n 
cos cot = cos u t + cos ( ) x s i n A t ) cos ( ) y cos A , t ) (Bl) 
n=2 n=2 
r m ir m 1 
in ^t sin |j £ xn oin ^ t j j * . ( £ yn cos ^ t ) ] 
m „*_ m 
[(1 \ sln \i»][-tt ( I yn
 cos \x*)j + s i n co t cos ( ) x^ s i n A^-jt))! s i n ( / y^ cos A ^ V 
n=2 ~ ~ n=2 
m m 
+ cos ULt s in 




The i n d i v i d u a l terms of • and —— w i l l have t he same c h a r a c t e r i s -
r , r _ 
n l n l 
tics as shown in Figures 8 and 9-
If the limits on I 6 „ I are again imposed, that is, 0.9 ^ l^inl* "̂  
x y x y 
n n n n 
then and will be limited to the values < < 2.2. If 
r n r _ r 1 r . 
nl nl nl nl 
x y 
n 11 
these limits are designated ( ) max. and ( ) max. then the expansion 
nl nl 
of the terms are as follows: 
m m 
n=2 w n=2 
m 
- 2T ( ) r „ J 2 | ( ~ ) rux.f I -J [<£> - ] 
n=2 
m m 
cos ( £ y n =°s V
) l M S ( A I a l ) ^ " " • I 
n=2 w n=2 
? [<£-, « ] 
n=2 
m m 
s i n ( ) x s i i i A t ) ^ s i n ( ) r ) ( - — ) max. 
A n nl L A nl pnl J 
n=2 n=2 
m 
• ( Z ' n l ' ^ 1 mx ' 
n=2 n l 
m „ m 
s in ( ) y cos A t ) S s i n ( ) r . )( ) max. 
v L n nl [̂  Z_. n l r n i J n=2 n= 
m 
y 
r . ) (——) max. -• . . . . n l ^r ' n l n=2 
m 
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cos ( ^ x n s i n A n l t ) ^ cos ( ^ ^ n l ) ( —) max. (B2) 
n=? *- n=? n l " J 
V 2 
Since ( ) r ) « 1, the first term in the series expansion of 
n=2 
the equations in (B2) may he used to simplify equation (Bl), giving 
m 




+ s i n u i t ( ) y cos A t ) + cos cot { ) x s i n A t ) 
n=2 n=2 
m 
( I ynCOsAnlt} ' 
n=2 
Neglecting the last term in equation (Bj) because it involves 
the product of two small values and expanding gives 





m C "̂  
. m -
£ £ j yn [sin (^ + Anl)t + 8 to (^ - A n l ) t ] | 
The l i n e a r approximation t o t he ampli tude curve , equat ion 109 n o w 
becomes, wi th t h e s u b s t i t u t i o n of P. from equat ion (1^6) 
1 r' m r -
r = 1 + (_4z£)(r + V r cos A nt)f(l-6?J
2 (B$) 




- & ( ) r z )(1 - 5 2J cos A t + A sin 6 nt L 
10 */j nl n v 10 nl nl nl 
n=2 J 
641 " &10 , n .. c-2 ~2 
where z = =: and D = 1 + o - - 0-A-
n D n nl 10 n 
Since the inclusion of the effect from the amplitude-limiting char-
acteristic for a single discrete interfering signal produced relatively 
small changes in the output interference terms3 it is reasonable to exclude 
the higher harmonic terms ana cross-modulation terms that occur in equa-
tion (B5). 
Then, 
r = 1 + 
ro 
r i-r- i-




10 l_j "no 2 
n=2 
(B7) 
1-r1 - m 
+ ( — r ^ ) ( l ~ &?n)
2 ( / P- -*i/Ai«* iZ "1 c o s A n t ) 




ro . (—piii) r i n 6 1 n ( ) r ,z 6 . sin A t ) . v r1 10 10 v /_, n l n n l n l 
ro *—* 
n=2 
To simplify the combination of equations (B-0 and (B7) make the 
following subst i tut ions in (B7): 
m 
1+ L\-1 + 
1=2 
rl-r' . i-
(^r^)d - Arf 
- ro 
10 ' 
m c ._ 
r-i B_ r _ z H 
~ L no 2 J ' 
B- , ^ r n Z 
1 0 „ n l n (B8) 
m , t 1 m 
1 _ r r n P " ^ r-
X cos A _t = (—- i^ ) ( l -o , n ) ( ) I
r - rin5nn r>,nz I c o s A i*)* q ql \ v\ / \ iQt \ £^ L 0 10 10 b l n j n l 
q=2 r ° n=2 
and 
m 
Y sin A n t q q l 
q=2 
t m 
1 - r v~i 
= - ( — r ^ ) r n n 5 m ( ) r .21 6 n sin A n t ) 





r = 1 + ) (W + X cos A t + y s i n A . t ) 





To find ~ , 
o 
r m /* 
^ = I 1 + ^ (Wq + Xq cos A ^ t + Y^ s i n A q l t |{cos o^t (BIO) 
m 





I Yn Csln K + V * + Ejn (U1 " V*]} 
n=2 J 
Terms of frequency UL and (to, ± A ., ) which result from this 
* 1 1 n l 
product occur when q = n , and may he found a s , 
m V C ( W L ) r- . 
cos w t = ( 1 + ) Wn) cos c^ t , (B l l ) 
V 
n=2 
V ( a , ) sx 1 ' 
~"v s i n 
0 
n=c: 
, t = i ( ) fx y - Y x "I ) s i n w, t , (B12) 
1 2 /_j l - n n n n J 1 ' 
M " , + ^ > = ° « ( ^ n l ) t - | [ ( - n ) ( ^ A >
 + X I ] c o s ( a 1 + A n l ) t , (B l 5 ) 
Vo ° 
V ( (*) 
V g ( V
A
r , l ) s i n ( u 1 + A n l ) t = | [ > n + ( y n ) ( - V = - >
t a ( ^ n l ) t ' ( ? l 4 ) . 
Vo ° 
V A A i » =«< V^W* " £ l>(xn)( -*T^-) + Xn] «>*( V V * ' <«*! 
Vc 
' A A i ^ i ^ i K - i t \ + ( ^ H ^ A ^ ^ - A ^ H , <B16> 
• — o 
Vn " 
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where n = 2, J, . .. in. 
m 
V -2 
Again the restriction ( > r-.-i) « 1> allows neglect of sideband 
n=2 




The differential equation (150) for the oscillator is 
m 
V* . av + 3/vv2 + u?v = ) A t»F sia (cu. + A . )t, (Cl) 
^ o £j n 0 s 1 nl ' N 
n-1 




L ( t 2 n - l s t o K + A n i ; t + b 2n c o s K + V'4 ( C 2 ) 
+ d 2 n - l s i n W - V* + d 2n c o s < 1 " A n l } t >' 
where 
d = d2 = 0 and A = 0 . (Cj) 
To conserve space , t h e fol lowing s impl i fy ing d e f i n i t i o n s a r e made 
cos (u^ + A n l ) t = G 1 + n , (Ck) 
s i n ( ^ + A n l ) t = S 1 + n , 
cos ( ^ - A : l l ) t = G]__n, 
s i n (GLL - A . ) t = B, . 
v T. n l 1-n 
Taking the f i r s t d e r i v a t i v e y i e l d s 
m 
n=l 
J - X [ b 2 n - l S l+n + b 2 n - l K + A n l ) C l + n (C5) 
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+ b2n C l + n " ^ n K "
 Anl^ S l+n 
+ d 2 n - l S l - n + d2n-l(ul " V Cl-n 
+ l 2 n C l - n - d 2 n ( ' J l - A n I / ' S l - n ] ' 
The second d e r i v a t i v e g ives 
m 
V " I C *2n- l S l + n
 + 2 * 2 n - l < "L + Anl . ' Cl+:, <C6 > 
n=l 
" b 2 n - l K + A n l ) 2 S l+n + ^2n C l t a 
" rf2n K + AB1>
 S l+n - * 2 n < 1 + A n l ) 2 Cl+n 
+ d" , SL + 2dL , (OJ.. - A , ) GL 2 n - l 1-n 2 n - l v 1 n l ' 1-n 
" d 2 n - l K " A n l ) 2 S l - n + d2n C l - n + d 2 n K " A n l > S l - n 
" d2n W " Anl ) 2 C l -n ] ' 
Squaring v gives 
m m 
v2 " Z L C V i b2a-i *w» si+s «*> 
q= 1 s--1 
+ 0~ T b_ O-. L, 
2 q - l 2s l+q l+s 
+ b2q °2s Cl+q C l+s 
+ 2b0 1 d0 n S, , Sn 2 q - l 2 s - 1 l+q 1-s 
+ 2b0 , d„ S... Cn 2q~l 2s l+q 1-s 
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+ 2b0 drj _ &. . Sn 2q 2s-l 1+q 1-s 
+ 2b. d0 C,, C. 
2q 2s 1+q 1-s 
+ dn . d. ., Sn S.. 2q-l 2s-1 1-q 1-s 
+ d_ d_ C, G, 
2q 2s 1-q 1-s 
+ 2d_ . dQ S, C, "I . 
2q-l 2s 1-q 1-s J 
2 
In forming the product v v, ccnsideration of equation (C5) 
indicates the first derivatives may be neglected in v. This also applies 
to the term Q5v. The first derivative terms result from substitution in 
•* • » 2 , 
v, -CUv, and 37W . If all terms in each are divided by kct, typical 
2 2s 
., . • j , . , . , cob ojd. * • c i ' b b d d d d 
terms involving b or d wi l l be ^ ; ^~ , - t ; - d, -y-l —~-\ -g- , 
0 0 0 
respectively. Then as far as the first derivative terms are concerned, 
the ones derived from v will predominate. Therefore, it is justifiable 
p 
to neglect the first derivative terms in v, then vv gives 
m m m 
» 2 
vv = 
L-i is Z_j L̂  1 nl 2n-l 1+n \ 2q-l 2s-1 1+q 1+s 
+ 2b^_ , b^_ Sn ,_ S, ,_ + ..A 
n«l q=l s=l 
2q-l b2s Ll+q "1+s 
- (w,+A-)b0 S, , (bn ,!• .ft.. SL, +2b_ ,b_ S... Sn , v^. nl' 2n 1+n \ 2q-l 2s-l 1+q 1+s 2q-l 2s 1+q 1+s 
+ ...\+ (OL - A .) d. 1C1 /b_ n bn . Sn . S, , J An. nl 2n-l l-n\ 2q-l 2s-l 1+q 1+s 
+ 2b_ b„ snj_ sn^ + ri 
2q-l 2s 1+q 1+s • • JL) • 
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In each of t h e products of equat ion (C3) t h e r e i s involved the 
product of t h r e e s i n u s o i d s . These products may be expanded as fo l lows: 
Cl±n °l+q C l±s = ¥ Vl±n±q±s + CH:q±s±n + Cl+s±n±q + S ± n ± q ± s } ' ^ 
where 
C ^ x , = cos (5'cjLt ± A + A _ ± A 1 ) . (CIO) 
3±n±q±s xy 1 n l q l s i 
S l+n S l±q C l±s = ¥ \ " G]±n±q±s + C l tq±s±n + Gi±s±n±q + S ± n ± q ± s } ' ( C l l ) 
S l±n C ] + qG l±s = IT (S l±n±q±s " S ] + q±s±n + Sl±s±n±q + SJ±n±q±s } ' ( G 1 2 ) 
S l±n S ]±q S Lts = IT {Sl±n±q±s + Sl±q±s±n + Sl±s±n±q " S 3±n±q±s}* ( C 1 3 ) 
Since the t h i r d harmonic terms a r e out of t h e pass band, t h e fou r th 
terms in each expansion (C9, C l l , C12, CI3) may be n e g l e c t e d . For s i n u -
s o i d a l terms such as cos (to, ± A . ) t and s i n (GO, ± A . ) t t o r e s u l t from 
v 1 xl 1 xl/ 
equations (C$, Cll, C12, CI3) it is necessary that one of the summation 
indices be equal to x and the other two equal to each other, for example, 
n = x, and q = s. To obtain all the resulting terns requires considera-
tion of all combinations of n, q, s except for the special case where 
n = q = s = x . Of all the terms resulting when two of the indices are 
equal the largest amplitudes occur when they are equal to unity. In this 
2 2 2 2 
case the amplitude will be b,b , bTb , bTd r, or b d . When two 
- L X d. X X X £_X 
ind ices a r e equal but not equal u n i t y then t h e ampli tude product w i l l 
involve a l l i n t e r f e r e n c e output ampli tudes* Since by d e f i n i t i o n a l l " d ' s " 
a r e i n t e r f e r e n c e ampl i tudes , then terras involving two or more " d ' s " a r e 
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very s m a l l . Reference t o the o r i g i n a l assumption t h a t t he square of t h e 
sum of i n t e r f e r e n c e components in the output i s much l e s s than t h e square 
of the synchronizing s i g n a l in the o u t p u t , t he se terms which r e s u l t when 
two of the ind ices a r e not equal t o u n i t y may be n e g l e c t e d . A c t u a l l y , 
t h i s approximation i s l e s s s t r i n g e n t than the o r i g i n a l because i t involves 
t h e sum of s q u a r e s . 
In summary, t o ob ta in the output a t a frequency (cu, ± A , ) , 
(a) s e t one index t o x , equate t h e o the r two t o u n i t y and con-
s ide r a l l combinations of the ind ices ( l , l , x ) . 
(b) Neglect a l l products which involve more than one " d " . 
When two of the ind ices a r e s e t equal t o u n i t y , t h e a s s o c i a t e d 
d i f f e r ence frequency, A, becomes A . which i s equal t o z e r o . 
A t y p i c a l ampli tude term for cos ( WL -I- A ) t obtained from equa-
t i o n (C8) becomes 
5 K + VWl + I (W1 + Axl } b2x-lb2 + ^ b l b 2 b 2 x (°14> 
+ 5 W l b l d 2 x - 1 + 5 "iW^x - " iWgx " 2 Ulblb2d2x 
" 5 \4hx-l - ¥ (W1 " Axl} bld2x-l + i (U,1 ' A x l } b I d 2 x - l 
1 / A \ v v * c , A i ^ 2 x - l r 2 . >2- | , d 2 x - l 
- s K - Axi> bib2d2x • K
 + ^ i ^ - r - Lbi + b2J
 + - T -
("b-L - *> 2 )
 + ~"2^ b l b 2 ^ * 
In a s i m i l a r manner the c o e f f i c i e n t for the s i n (co, + A ) t term 
i s found as 
( A x I
 b2x f%£ , ,2v
 d 2 x - l . . , d 2x , , 2 , 2 x 1 , * 
K + Alx) L" ~ (bl + b 2 } " ^ 2 — b l°2 + T" (bl " VJ ' (C15) 
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The coefficient of the cos(ca, - A )t term is 
W - \iH~P Cbi - bl3+ •¥ <biV+ %* *?+ ^ <c l£> 
and for t he s i n (to, - A ) t term 
K " A , i " - r D>i - 41+ —.r- ( b i V - -?- ( b i + b 2 ^ - (C17) 
The above equat ions were found "by t ak ing a l l combinations of ( l , l , x ) . 
This gives c o r r e c t s o l u t i o n for a l l va lues of x except x = 1. For 
x = 1, the s o l u t i o n s must be divided by t h r e e . 
2 The complete s o l u t i o n for vv then becomes 
^ = HI ti^i+^O c o s ^ - "T b2 ( b l + b2} ( G i 8 ) 
m , . 
n=2 
m b 
+ -p b1b2)coB( VAn l) t + £ { ( ^ n l ) ( l | - [ b
2
1 + b ^ 
d 2 n - l 
n==2 
m 
blb2 •+ T2 O r ^ D ^ K + V * + I { W-Anl̂  
n=2 
, b 2 n - l r , 2 , 2 n b 2n . . . d 2 n - l / v 2 . v
2 u \ * « . / A W 
H — LVb2J " —
 blb2 + T " ( \^ 2 ) )>^^( V
Anl}t 
b, , V / / A w 2 n f , 2 ,2-1 2 n - l . , 2n ,. 2 ,, 2 A 
+ 2, V VAnl ) (T-Lbi-b2J " -2—
 Dlb2 " ~ < V V ) 
n=2 
s i n ( ( ^ - A ) t 
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m 
. . . . 2 2 V 
Combination of terms from v , - cv, 3yvv 3 GO v , a n d > A 
2 . 
w s m 
o 
n=l 
(GO, f A j t for like time functions and retaining only the larger terms 
yields, equating cos GO1 t terms 
2 b ^ - b ^ - Ob1co1 + ^ ca]b1 (b^+bg) + co^b2 = 0 , (C19) 
and s i n co-,t terms 
P ^ ? ? P P 
-2 b ^ - b ^ + ObgU^ - £ 7'-o1b2(b1 + bg) -h ufb 1 = - A ^ , (C20) 
which become 
2b 1 + 2AQ1b2 - « b l (1 - P l ) = 0, (C21) 
wi th 
and 
2b 2 - 2A Q l b 1 - Ob2 (1 - p.L) . - ^ k 1 . A I W Q , (C22) 
of > 2 2 
2 ( CO - GO-, ) GO - GO, 
2A . _ ^ L = -2 i , (C23) 
0 1 GO ^ l 
2 2 
b i + bP 
PX = ^ r ^ , (C24) 
a 
o 
• o - ? | - «=5> 
Also equating cos (GO. + A , )t terms 
^ 1 nl 
+ 2 C A 0 1 - A n l ] b 2 B - °
( h
2 n - l (
1 - 2 P l ) <C26) 2 b 2 n - l 




b l " b 2 2 b l ° 2 
Ps = — g — , Pm = — 2 — >
 a n d n - 2 , 3 , . . ._, m, (C27) 
a a 
o o 
Similarly from sin (CA), + A . )t terms 
2b0 - 2(Am - A 1 ) bQ . - Ob0 (1 - 2p, ) (C28) 
2n ^01 nl 2n-l 2nv Kl' ^ ' 
+ d_ ., p - d_ p = - A U) . 
2n-l Km 2n ' s n o 
Equating cos (GO. - A )t terms gives 
2cL . + 2(A + A )d0 - OdQ . . (1 - 2p..) + b0 , p (C29) 2n-l 01 nl 2n 2n-l v Kl 2n-l s v 
+ bn p = 0 , 2n m ' 
and finally from the sin (GO, - A )t terms, 
' 1 n l 
2 d 2 n ' 2 CA01 + A n l ] d 2 n - l " " W 1 " Z?J ' ^ s ^ 
+ b_ . p = 0 . 
2 n - l m 
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